Purpose, Vision and Values
Our Purpose
The SACU Secretariat exists to facilitate the achievement of the SACU objectives as outlined in the 2002 SACU
EKVIIQIRX;MXLRIYXVEPMX]ERHHIHMGEXIHJSGYW[ITVSZMHIWYTTSVXJSVEPP7%'9EGXMZMXMIWXLIVIF]MR¾YIRGMRK
the SACU agenda. Our organisation offers expertise, consistency and continuity in the drive to promote regional
MRXIKVEXMSRJSVXLIFIRI½XSJEPP1IQFIV7XEXIW&]IRKEKMRK[MXLHMZIVWIGLEPPIRKMRKVIKMSREPERHKPSFEPMWWYIW
we grow ourselves and others with whom we work. We make an innovative contribution through collaboration,
professionalism and determination.

Our Vision
To be a regional leader exemplifying the ideal practice of providing quality service to a Customs Union.

Our Values:
Visionary Leadership
We recognize the need to set a vision in our respective areas of work that stretches our organizational focus
beyond the immediate situation and out to a shared future.
Trustworthiness
We value honesty and we expect people to always treat one another professionally and with respect, leading to
mutual trust.
Performance-driven
We value the willingness of people to be responsible and accountable for:
the quality of their work
the importance of achieving positive results
their ability to meet or surpass expectations and manage resources entrusted to them in a cost effective and
IJ½GMIRXQERRIV
Integrity
We believe in exercising Integrity in all business dealings with our trade partners; our business associates and our
allies in serving our stakeholders.
We treat them with respect, fairness and integrity at all times and expect the same in return.
We will always take the high road by practicing the highest ethical standards, and by honouring our commitments.
We will take personal responsibility for our actions, and treat everyone fairly and with trust and respect.
People Centered
We are committed to an environment characterized by continuous learning, an entrepreneurial, can-do spirit and
team orientation. In addition, we are committed to an environment that is willing to allow for a healthy balance
between our professional and personal lives. This commitment will enable us to attract and retain the bestUYEPM½IHTISTPIERHGVIEXIE[SVOTPEGISJ[LMGL[IGERFITVSYHERH[LIVI[IGEREP[E]WIRNS]SYV[SVO
while seeking to carry out our mission.
Working together
We recognize that our strength and our competitive advantage is, and always will be people. We value the skills,
strengths, and perspectives of our diverse team. We will continually learn, and share ideas and knowledge. We will
encourage cooperative efforts at every level and across all activities in our Organisation.
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Foreword by The SACU Executive Secretary
SACU to ensure that SACU responds proactively to the regional integration dynamics and that it functions as a proper Customs Union.
SACU is acutely aware that it is faced by regional and global developments that have implications for its integration agenda as outlined in
the 2002 SACU Agreement.To respond to these challenges, the SACU
'SYRGMPSJ1MRMWXIVWETTSMRXIHE8EWO8IEQSR6IKMSREP-RXIKVEXMSREX
Commission level in December 2006 to initiate the necessary technical studies which can inform SACU Council about the policy options.
It is expected that the technical studies will form the base of such a
comprehensive SACU wide Strategy. The Secretariat has been assisting the SACU Task Team in this work.

It is with great pleasure that I present the Southern African Customs
9RMSR 7%'9 7IGVIXEVMEX´WMREYKYVEP%RRYEP6ITSVX8LI6ITSVXGSZers the reporting period for the calendar year 2007. It provides an
overview of SACU as an organisation; its operating structures, implementation of the SACU work programme, its achievements and challenges. The year 2007 marked the third year since the entry into force
of the 2002 SACU Agreement.
The main objectives of SACU as a trade organization is to promote
conditions for fair competition in the Customs area, enhance ecoRSQMGHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLI1IQFIVWERHTVSQSXIXLIMRXIKVEXMSRSJ
1IQFIV7XEXIWMRXSXLIKPSFEPIGSRSQ]XLVSYKLXVEHIERHMRZIWXQIRX
initiatives. SACU as a revamped Organisation through the new 2002
rules based dispensation, provides for common institutions which are
transparent, effective, and democratic. The 2002 SACU Agreement
takes into account current developments in international trade relaXMSRWERHXLIHIWMVIF]1IQFIV7XEXIWXSLEZIEQSHIVR'YWXSQW
Union that can cater for the needs and challenges of the 21st century.

On trade facilitation, work continued on the implementation of the
½ZI 'YWXSQW MRMXMEXMZIW [LMGL MRGPYHI SRI WXST FSVHIVW GETEGMX]
FYMPHMRK SJ 'YWXSQW SJ½GMEPW IPIGXVSRMG HEXE MRXIVGLERKI WMRKPI EHministrative documents and joint border controls.
Without doubt, the most demanding task is realising the full impleQIRXEXMSRSJXLI7%'9%KVIIQIRXERHJYP½PPMRKMXWMRXIRHIHSFNIGXMZIWJSVXLIFIRI½XSJMXW1IQFIVW8LMWVIUYMVIWEGSQQSRZMWMSR
of the future. As the 2002 SACU Agreement is being implemented, a
dynamic process is unfolding. The Secretariat, as the only permanent
SACU institution tasked with the responsibility for the day to day
administration of SACU is at the centre of such developments. This
XEWO VIUYMVIW ¾I\MFMPMX] ERH EHIUYEXI XIGLRMGEP GETEGMX] EX FSXL XLI
7IGVIXEVMEXERHMRXLI1IQFIV7XEXIW8LI7IGVIXEVMEXMWGSQQMXXIHXS
strengthening its capabilities in order to render timely and high quality
service towards the realisation of the SACU objectives as contained
in the Agreement. As we endeavour to do this however, we need the
WYTTSVXSJXLI1IQFIV7XEXIWXSEGUYMVIXLIVIUYMVIHLYQER½RERGMEP
ERHTL]WMGEPVIWSYVGIW%FSZIEPP[IRIIHXLIXVYWXSJXLI1IQFIV
States that the required resources will be utilized in the best interests
SJXLI1IQFIV7XEXIWERH7%'9EWE[LSPI

An important institution that was set up following the entry into force
of the 2002 SACU Agreement is the Secretariat.The Agreement paved
the way for the establishment of the Secretariat. The challenges of
starting the Secretariat were unique as this involved the establishment
of an organization complete with a legal personality, privileges, and immunities and operational mechanisms. During the year under review,
the Secretariat consolidated and begun implementation of the organisations processes, policies and procedures to enable it to operate as
EJYPP]¾IHKIHFYWMRIWW8LIQEMRJSGYWSJXLI7IGVIXEVMEXHYVMRK
[EWXSGSRXMRYIXSEWWMWX1IQFIV7XEXIW[MXLXLIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJ
the new SACU Agreement. On the trade side, this included concluding
SACU/EFTA FTA and commencing with SACU/India PTA negotiations.
-RSVHIVXSJYVXLIVWXVIRKXLIR7%'9´WRIKSXMEXMRKGETEGMX][MXLXLMVH
parties, the Secretariat worked on a proposal for a Common NegotiEXMRK1IGLERMWQEWTVSZMHIHJSVMRXLI%KVIIQIRX3RXLITSPMG]WMHI
work started in the areas of agriculture, industrial and competition
policy development while sectoral policy initiatives in the textile and
clothing sector continued.

Under the 2002 Agreement the Secretariat is also the custodian of all
SACU records and has the duty to disseminate information about the
work of the Secretariat and other SACU institutions.
It is our expectation that this Report contains information which is
useful to the public and private sector stakeholders.

The Agreement also provides for other new institutions which are
still to be established. Work on establishing the Tribunal and the Tariff
&SEVHGSRXMRYIHHYVMRKXLI]IEVYRHIVVIZMI[8LIQEMRJSGYW[EWSR
FYMPHMRKGETEGMX]MRXLI1IQFIV7XEXIWXLVSYKL[SVOWLSTWEW[IPPEW
XVEMRMRKSJ3J½GMEPWJVSQXLI1IQFIV7XEXIWSRXEVMJJTSPMG]EXXLI-Rternational Trade Administration Commission (ITAC) of South Africa.
These new institutions have to be established while ensuring a smooth
and uninterrupted transition from the previous dispensation.
The SACU Council has decided to accelerate the consolidation of

8W[IPSTIPI'1SVIQM
Executive Secretary
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CHAPTER 1 – OVERVIEW of SACU
About SACU
Following the signing of the Agreement, the Council of
1MRMWXIVW IQFEVOIH SR E VIGVYMXQIRX TVSGIWW JSV XLI
Executive Secretary of the SACU Secretariat. The ExIGYXMZI7IGVIXEV]EWWYQIHSJ½GIMR.ERYEV]8LI
MQQIHMEXI TVMSVMX] [EW IRWYVMRK XLI VEXM½GEXMSR SJ XLI
SACU is a single customs territory and has a common ex- 7%'9%KVIIQIRXF]XLI1IQFIV7XEXIWERHXLI
ternal tariff. The 2002 Agreement covers trade in goods, IWXEFPMWLQIRX SJ XLI 7%'9 7IGVIXEVMEX´W SJ½GI [LMGL
EKVMGYPXYVI ERH XVERWTSVX +SSHW KVS[R TVSHYGIH SV EGXIHEWEHITSWMXEV]JSVXLI-RWXVYQIRXWSJ6EXM½GEXMSR
manufactured in the Common Customs Area are traded 8LIRI[7%'9%KVIIQIRXIRXIVIHMRXSJSVGISR.YP]
JVIIP]EQSRKXLI1IQFIV7XEXIWJVIISJGYWXSQWHYXMIW 2004.
and quantitative restrictions, except as provided elsewhere in the 2002 SACU Agreement.
2002 SACU Agreement
SACU operates a Common Revenue Pool into which
all customs, excise and additional duties are paid. Each An important difference between the Agreement and
1IQFIV7XEXIVIGIMZIWEWLEVIJVSQXLMWTSSPGEPGYPEXIH the previous 1969 agreement is that it provides for joint
in terms of the Revenue Sharing Formula provided for in responsibility over decisions affecting tariff setting, the
Common Revenue Pool and the overall direction of
Annex 1 of the SACU Agreement.
SACU. The 2002 Agreement provides for the establishThe Union of South Africa and the then High Commis- QIRX SJ RI[ -RWXMXYXMSRW XS VI¾IGX XLI NSMRX HIGMWMSR
WMSR8IVVMXSVMIW SJ &IGLYEREPERH &EWYXSPERH ERH 7[E- making process. These include an independent SACU
ziland were the original participants in the Customs Secretariat, which is already in place and is based in
Union, through the SACU Agreement of 1910.When the ;MRHLSIO 2EQMFME%8EVMJJ &SEVH E8VMFYREP ERH 2Ethree territories became independent, a new Agreement XMSREP&SHMIWEVIMRXLITVSGIWWSJFIMRKIWXEFPMWLIH8LI
providing for the continuation of the customs union ar- 2EXMSREP&SHMIWEVIXSFIIWXEFPMWLIHF]IEGL1IQFIV
rangement was concluded between these three states State to coordinate SACU matters and to deal with reand South Africa and it entered into force on 11 Decem- quests from the private sector on tariff changes.The creber 1969. When Namibia became independent in 1990 it ation of these Institutions is part of continued efforts
became a member of SACU in the same year; previously towards a more cohesive regional market.
it was a de-facto member through South Africa.
The 2002 Agreement provides for deeper economic inWith the advent of a new political dispensation in South tegration through the development of common industri%JVMGE MR XLI IEVP] ´W ERH MR VIWTSRWI XS XLI IW- al, agriculture and competition policies as well as policies
tablishment of the World Trade Organization (WTO), on unfair trade practices.
XLI1IQFIV7XEXIWHIGMHIHMRXSVIRIKSXMEXIXLI
SACU 1969 Agreement and to establish an organization Some of the key improvements of the 2002 Agreement
“to cater for the needs of the 21st century”. The 1969 over the 1969 version include the democratization of
Agreement was renegotiated after South Africa obtained decision-making, now consensus-based, and the concoma democratically elected government in 1994, taking ac- itant establishment of a dispute resolution mechanism,
count of the social, economic, political and international a commitment to exploring ways to devise common or
changes in the sub-region and elsewhere. This process GSSVHMREXIHTSPMGMIWXLIVIQSZEPSJER]SRIQIQFIV´W
culminated in the signing of the new SACU Agreement ability to negotiate bilateral trade agreements with third
SRWX3GXSFIV8LI1IQFIV7XEXIWEKVIIHSRE parties. All members must now negotiate as a single endemocratic and transparent arrangement with common tity.
policies and common institutions to promote industrial
and economic development and regional integration.
SACU is the oldest customs union in the world; havMRKFIIRIWXEFPMWLIHMRMXGSRWMWXWSJ½ZIQIQFIV
7XEXIW &SXW[ERE 0IWSXLS 2EQMFME 7SYXL %JVMGE ERH
Swaziland.
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Objectives of the Agreement

Scope of the Agreement

The 2002 Agreement, in Article 2, establishes eight separate objectives of SACU covering revenue-sharing arrangements, trade negotiations, investment, industrialisation and common policy development. These are

In nine parts, the 2002 Agreement spells out the implementation arrangements that are to be put in place to
achieve these eight objectives.
The nine parts of the Agreement are:

1.


To facilitate the cross-border movement of
goods between the territories of the
1IQFIV7XEXIW

Part One: (I½RMXMSRWERH3FNIGXMZIW
Part Two: Establishment and Legal Status

2.



To create effective, transparent and
democratic institutions which will ensure
IUYMXEFPIXVEHIFIRI½XWXS1IQFIV7XEXIW

Part Three: SACU Institutions

8STVSQSXIGSRHMXMSRWSJJEMVGSQTIXMXMSRMR
the Common Customs Area;

Part Five: Trade Liberalization

Part Four: 7%'91IIXMRKW

Part Six: 'SQQSR6IZIRYI4SSP1EREKIQIRX

4.

To substantially increase investment
opportunities in the Common Customs Area;

5.



To enhance the economic development,
HMZIVWM½GEXMSRMRHYWXVMEPM^EXMSRERH
GSQTIXMXMZIRIWWSJ1IQFIV7XEXIW

Part Eight: Common Policies



8STVSQSXIXLIMRXIKVEXMSRSJ1IQFIV7XEXIW

into the global economy through
enhanced trade and investment;

7.

To facilitate the equitable sharing of revenue
arising from customs, excise and additional
HYXMIWPIZMIHF]1IQFIV7XEXIWERH

Part Nine: Final Provisions covering the
development of annexes, amendments,
VEXM½GEXMSRIRXV]MRXSJSVGIEGGIWWMSR
depository, withdrawal, transitional
provisions and the termination of the 1969
Agreement.

Part Seven: Revenue Sharing


8.

To facilitate the development of common
policies and strategies

9

Member States’ Obligations and
Commitments
8LIQEMRSFPMKEXMSRWERHGSQQMXQIRXWSJXLI1IQFIV 
States in the implementation of the 2002 Agreement, as
outlined by the Agreement are:









8SNSMRXP]HIXIVQMRIGYWXSQWERHI\GMWI
duties and apply a common external
tariff regime to non-SACU members, as well
as a common system of rebates, refunds and
drawbacks.

8SETTP]7ERMXEV]ERH4L]XS7ERMXEV] 747 
standards according to national or international standards.



8SEHNYHMGEXIHMWTYXIWSRXLIMRXIVTVIXEXMSR
and application of the Agreement
through the Tribunal.

8SGVIEXIXEVMJJJVIIXVEHIFIX[IIRQIQFIVW
with an exception provided to infant
MRHYWXV]PIZMIWEPPS[IHXS&SXW[ERE0IWSXLS
2EQMFMEERH7[E^MPERH &027 ERHETTVSZIH
by Council.
8SETTP]RSRHMWGVMQMREXMSRTVMRGMTPIWMRVEMP
and road transport and transit
between SACU members.



8STYVWYIWMQTPM½GEXMSRLEVQSRM^EXMSRSJ
customs documentation and procedures and
co-operation on customs initiatives to ensure
effective and harmonious application of the
Agreement.



8SRIKSXMEXIEWSRIKVSYTJSVI\XIVREP
negotiations and for the Common
2IKSXMEXMRK1IGLERMWQXSYRHIVXEOI
negotiations with third parties.





8SXVERWJIVEPPGYWXSQWERHI\GMWIHYXMIWMRXS
a Common Revenue Pool with
HMWFYVWIQIRXWXS1IQFIV7XEXIWFEWIHSRE
revenue formula contained in the
Agreement, including a customs component
excise component and a development
component.





8SHIZIPSTGSQQSRTSPMGMIWERHWXVEXIKMIW
for industrial development.



8SHIZIPSTTSPMGMIWERHMRWXVYQIRXWXS
address unfair trade practices.

8SGSSTIVEXIJSVXLITYVTSWIWSJ
coordination, in the areas of technical barriers
to trade, agricultural policy and competition
policy.
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The Structure of SACU

SACU INSTITUTIONS
SACU Institutions are contained in Article 7 of the 2002
SACU Agreement and include the SACU Council of
1MRMWXIVWXLI7%'9'YWXSQW9RMSR'SQQMWWMSRXLI
7IGVIXEVMEXE8EVMJJ&SEVHE8VMFYREPERH8IGLRMGEP0MEMson Committees.

The Council oversees the implementation of the policies
of SACU and approves customs tariffs, rebates, refunds
or drawbacks and trade related remedies, upon recomQIRHEXMSRJVSQXLI8EVMJJ&SEVH8LI'SYRGMPLEWXLIEYthority to create additional Institutions and to determine
and alter their terms of reference.

SACU Council of Ministers

The 2002 SACU Agreement makes provisions for the
'LEMVQERWLMTSJ'SYRGMPXSFILIPHMRXYVRF]IEGL1IQFIV7XEXI &SXW[ERE0IWSXLS2EQMFME7SYXL%JVMGEERH
7[E^MPERH JSVETIVMSHSJSRI]IEVFIKMRRMRKXL.YP]
SJ E KMZIR ]IEV8LI HEXI SJ  .YP] MW XLI HE] MR[LMGL
the current SACU Agreement was signed in 2002. The
GLEMVQERWLMTMWVSXEXIHEQSRKXLI1IQFIV7XEXIWSRER
annual basis in an alphabetical order.

8LI 7%'9 'SYRGMP SJ 1MRMWXIVW MW XLI WYTVIQI TSPMG]
and decision-making body on all SACU matters. It conWMWXWSJEXPIEWXSRI1MRMWXIVJVSQXLI1MRMWXV]SJ*MRERGI
ERH1MRMWXV]SJ8VEHISJIEGL1IQFIV7XEXIERHMWVIsponsible for the overall policy direction and functioning
of SACU Institutions, including the formulation of policy
mandates, procedures and guidelines for these Institu8LIGYVVIRX'LEMVQERSJXLI7%'9'SYRGMPSJ1MRMWXIVW
tions.
MWXLI,SRSYVEFPI1MRMWXIVSJ*MRERGIERH(IZIPSTQIRX
4PERRMRKJSV&SXW[ERE,SRSYVEFPI&EPIH^M+ESPEXLI
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The Chairmanship of SACU since the signing of the 2002 seminates information and keeps minutes of meetings of
7%'9%KVIIQIRX[LMGLGEQIMRXSJSVGIMR.YP]MW the SACU Institutions. In addition, the Secretariat assists
in the harmonization of national policies and strategies
outlined below:
SJ1IQFIV7XEXIWMRWSJEVEWXLI]VIPEXIXS7%'98LI
Secretariat is also responsible for keeping a record of all

.YP]2EQMFMEXLVSYKLXLI
transactions into and out of the Common Revenue Pool

,SRSYVEFPI1MRMWXIVSJ*MRERGI
and coordinates and assists in the negotiation of trade

1W7/YYKSRKIP[E%QEHLMPE
agreements with third parties. The Secretariat is the depositary of all SACU records.

.YP]7SYXL%JVMGEXLSYKLXLI

,SRSYVEFPI1MRMWXIVSJ*MRERGI

1V81ERYIP




.YP]7[E^MPERHXLVSYKLXLI
,SRSYVEFPI1MRMWXIVSJ*MRERGI
1V1ENS^M7MXLSPI





.YP]¯&SXW[EREXLVSYKLXLI
,SRSYVEFPI1MRMWXIVSJ*MRERGI
1V&EPIH^M+ESPEXLI

Customs Union Commission
8LI'SQQMWWMSRGSRWMWXWSJWIRMSVSJ½GMEPWEXXLIPIZIPSJ
4IVQERIRX7IGVIXEVMIW(MVIGXSVW+IRIVEP4VMRGMTEP7IGVIXEVMIWSVSXLIVSJ½GMEPWSJIUYMZEPIRXVEROJVSQIEGL
1IQFIV7XEXIJVSQXLI1MRMWXV]SJ*MRERGIERHXLI1MRistry of Trade and reports to the Council. The Commission is responsible for the implementation of the 2002
SACU Agreement and the decisions of the Council.
The Commission is responsible for overseeing the management of the Common Revenue Pool in accordance
with the policy guidelines decided by the Council. It supervises the work of the Secretariat.

Secretariat
The Secretariat is one of the SACU permanent Institutions. It has its headquarters in Windhoek, Namibia and
is headed by an Executive Secretary who is a citizen of
E7%'91IQFIV7XEXI-XMWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVXLIHE]XS
day administration of SACU.The Secretariat coordinates
and monitors the implementation of all decisions of the
Council and the Commission. It arranges meetings, dis-

Tariff Board
8LI8EVMJJ&SEVHSRGIIWXEFPMWLIHMX[MPPFIERMRHITIRHIRX-RWXMXYXMSRGSRWMWXMRKSJI\TIVXWHVE[RJVSQ1IQFIV7XEXIW8LI8EVMJJ&SEVHMWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVQEOMRKVIGommendations to the Council on the level and changes
of customs, anti-dumping, countervailing and safeguard
duties on goods imported from outside the Common
Customs Area, rebates refunds, or duty drawbacks based
on the directives given to it by the Council as provided
for in Article 8 of the 2002 SACU Agreement.
The terms of reference, policy mandates, procedures
ERHVIKYPEXMSRWSJXLI8EVMJJ&SEVHEVIHIXIVQMRIHF]XLI
Council in accordance with Article 8 of the 2002 SACU
Agreement.

Tribunal
The Tribunal, once established, will adjudicate on any issue concerning the application or interpretation of the
SACU Agreement 2002 or any dispute arising there under at the request of the Council. Its determinations will
FI½REPERHFMRHMRK8LI8VMFYREP[MPPEPWSEXXLIVIUYIWX
of the Council, consider any issue and furnish the Council with its recommendations. The Tribunal will be assisted by the Secretariat in its work and it will be composed
of three members except as otherwise determined by
Council. Decisions will be made by a majority vote.
In the event of any dispute or difference arising between
1IQFIV7XEXIWMRVIPEXMSRXSSVEVMWMRKSYXSJXLI
SACU Agreement, including its interpretation, the parXMIWWLEPPMRXLI½VWXMRWXERGIQIIXERHGSRWYPXMREREXtempt to settle such dispute or difference before referring the matter to the Tribunal.
12

Technical Liaison Committees
8LIVIEVI½ZI8IGLRMGEP0MEMWSR'SQQMXXIIW[LMGLEWsist and advise the Commission in its work. They include
an Agricultural Liaison Committee, a Customs Liaison
Committee, a Trade and Industry Liaison Committee,
a Transport Liaison Committee and a Finance Liaison
Committee. The Terms of Reference of these Committees are determined by the Council. They are specialized
'SQQMXXIIWGSZIVMRKWTIGM½GWIGXSVW

Each economic community is generally characterized
by the presence of one or two large economies and/or
populations, which dominate the respective communiXMIW-XMWRSXEFPIXLEX7SYXL%JVMGE´W+(4GSQTVMWIWSZIV
TIVGIRXSJ7%'9´WXSXEP+(4ERH7SYXL%JVMGEMWXLI
main driver of growth in the region and recognized as a
trade hub.

)GSRSQMG4VS½PISJ7%'9EWE'SPPIGXMZI

%PP 7%'9 1IQFIV 7XEXIW I\GITX &SXW[ERE EVI EPWS
QIQFIVWSJXLI'SQQSR1SRIXEV]%VIEERHXLIMVVIspective currencies are at par with the South African
Rand. This arrangement allows for the applicability of
WMQMPEV TSPMGMIW MR GSYRXIVEGXMRK MR¾EXMSREV] TVIWWYVIW
and facilitates intra-SACU trade.

As a collective, SACU has an economic environment
that is conducive to investment and increased trade. The
SACU region is characterized by increasing growth rates,
PS[MR¾EXMSRMRGVIEWMRKPIZIPWSJMRXVE7%'9XVEHIERH
SZIVEPPTVYHIRX½WGEPQEREKIQIRX;MXLMXW+(4EZIVEKMRK 6 FMPPMSR XLI IGSRSQMG EGXMZMX] MW TMPPEVIH SR
the mining, manufacturing and construction sectors.Total
population in the region is approximately 55 million reWYPXMRKMRETIVGETMXE+(4SJEFSYX6

Social challenges remain a huge challenge in the SACU
region and may undermine the economic prospects, if
not successfully addressed. Over dependence of the
&027 SR 7%'9 VIGIMTXW TSWIW E GLEPPIRKI MR PMKLX SJ
remarkable efforts to deepen regional integration.

In comparison with other economic communities in the
region, SACU has a revelativly large economy. In terms
SJXSXEP+(47%'9MWEPQSWXXLIWEQIWM^IEW'31)7%
ERH EGGSYRXW JSV EFSYX   SJ XLI 7%(' +(4 3R E
TIVGETMXEFEWMW7%'9LEWEWMKRM½GERXP]PEVKITIVGETMXE
-R XIVQW SJ TSTYPEXMSR 7%'9 LEW E WMKRM½GERXP] WQEPP
population.

Table 1: Comparison between Economic Communities

Source: REC websites (Comesa, SADC & EAC)


POSITIONING OF SACU
Regional Integration
SACU is currently faced by global and regional developments that have implications for its regional integration
agenda and for its work activities to contribute towards
the full implementation of the SACU Agreement. SACU
recognises the unfolding regional development process of
the Southern African Development Community (SADC)
its envisaged FTA by 2008 and the establishment of the
SADC Customs Union by 2010.
The SACU Agreement of 2002 is about the promotion
of regional and global integration.This is strongly implied
and provided for in the Agreement. Deeper integration
is an imperative for the integration of the SACU economies into the global economy.
The promotion of deeper integration needs to be underpinned by a strong political will and a sustained commitment by all stakeholders. An important step in the
promotion of deeper integration is the development
of a strategy on how to translate the agreed objectives
MRXSVIEPMX]-RXLMWTVSGIWW1IQFIV7XEXIWVIQEMRGSQmitted to the successful implementation of the strategy
underpinning the integration process. The responsibility
SJ1IQFIV7XEXIWMWXSTVSZMHIERIREFPMRKPIKEPJVEQIwork and to establish the right structures to promote
integration.
Integration becomes a mutually reinforcing and harmonious process when the ensuing practices tally with poliGMIWJSVKVS[XLERHHIZIPSTQIRXEGVSWW1IQFIV7XEXIW
Legal and institutional arrangements are important requirements to ensure compliance, monitoring and transparency. There is also a need to continuously engage
with other regional organisations with a view to sharing
experiences.

Two studies have been commissioned in 2007, one is
intended to analyze the impact of the proposed 2008
SADC FTA, another the impact of the 2010 SADC CusXSQW9RMSRSR7%'91IQFIV7XEXIWERHEGSQTVILIRsive analysis on the Consolidation of SACU.
The commissioning of the analytical studies was predicated on the basis of ensuring deeper and wider regional
integration through the implementation of the 2002
SACU Agreement.
The studies are to serve as input to the SACU Wide
7XVEXIK][LMGLWLSYPHMRJSVQ1IQFIV7XEXIWSRMXWTSsitioning and role towards the broader regional integration agenda.

Communication Strategy
SACU is a young organisation. Though being the oldest
Customs Union in the world, it remains largely unknown.
During the period under review a SACU Communication Strategy was developed and adopted by the Council
at its meeting in December 2007. The Communication
7XVEXIK] [EW HIZIPSTIH EW E VIWTSRWI XS ER MHIRXM½IH
need to increase the visibility and awareness of SACU,
EQSRKMXW1IQFIV7XEXIWERHFI]SRH

The purpose of the SACU Communication Strategy is
to provide a framework for a formalised, structured and
targeted approach in creating awareness about SACU,
and in engaging SACU stakeholders. The development
of the Communication Strategy followed a practical and
consultative approach in order to determine the issues
To respond to these challenges for deepening regional and challenges that the Communications Strategy should
integration to the unfolding regional integration agenda. address.The focus of this approach was to engage SACU
Council appointed a SACU Task Team at the Commis- stakeholders; create awareness about SACU and the
sion level in September 2006. The primary mandate of 2002 Agreement with its far-reaching reforms since the
the SACU Task Team is to address issues of accelerating organisation was established in 1910.
the implementation for the 2002 SACU Agreement in
support of deepening regional integration in the South- This approach determined current perceptions about
ern African region.
7%'9 XLI MHIRXM½GEXMSR SJ OI] WXEOILSPHIVW JSV E XEVgeted and succinct implementation programme.
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Implementation of the Communication Strategy will be
TVMQEVMP] X[S JSPH *MVWX XLVSYKL E PIEHIVWLMT TVS½PMRK
programme and second through the establishment of
WXEOILSPHIV TPEXJSVQW ERH JSVYQW &SXL TVSGIWWIW [MPP
set out to leverage the existence of SACU. The proposed initiatives have taken into account the need for a
sustained, consistent and cost effective implementation
framework, while maintaining a subtle approach in creating visibility of the Customs Union.
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CHAPTER 2 – TRADE FACILITATION AND REVENUE MANAGEMENT
Overview of the Trade Facilitation Work
Programme
The primary goal of trade facilitation is to reduce the ERHYWEKISJXLI½IPHWSRXLI7%(ERHXSHIZIPSTE
transaction costs and complexity of international trade GSQQSR7%'97%(1ERYEP
for business and improve the trading environment in a
VIKMSR [LMPI EX XLI WEQI XMQI STXMQMWMRK IJ½GMIRX ERH
effective levels of government control and revenue colEstablishment of a One Stop Border
lection.

Arrangement
Trade facilitation relates to a comprehensive and integrated approach aimed at developing a consistent, transparent and predictable environment in which international trade transactions take place and covers all the
steps necessary to facilitate the movement of goods
across borders.Trade facilitation is based on internationally accepted norms and practices resulting from the
WMQTPM½GEXMSR SJ JSVQEPMXMIW ERH TVSGIHYVIW XLI WXERdardization and improvement of physical infrastructure
and facilities and the harmonization of applicable laws
and regulations.
The key trade facilitation instruments in SACU include
the application of similar legislation with regard to customs and excise duties, customs cooperation, use of
common customs documentation and common procedures and practices. One of the key objectives of SACU,
as enshrined in Article 2 of the Agreement, is to facilitate
the cross-border movement of goods between the terriXSVMIWSJXLI1IQFIV7XEXIW-RWYTTSVXSJXLMWSFNIGXMZI
%VXMGPITVSZMHIWJSVJVIIHSQSJXVERWMXEGVSWW1IQber States while Article 27 provides for non-discrimination with respect to transport operators from within the
Common Customs Area.

In September 2007, a concept paper proposing possible
QSHIPW JSV E 3RI 7XST &SVHIV EVVERKIQIRX MR 7%'9
[EWHIZIPSTIH'SRWIUYIRXP]XLI.Y\XETSWIH1SHIP[EW
EHSTXIHEWXLITVIJIVVIHQSHIPJSV3RI7XST&SVHIVWMR
7%'9;SVOSRHI½RMRKXLISTIVEXMSREPQSHEPMXMIWJSV
this model is continuing.

Introduction of Joint Controls
%R EGXMSR TPER JSV ½REPM^MRK E WXVEXIK] SR GSSVHMREXIH
customs operations and joint controls has been develSTIH;SVOSR½REPM^MRKXLIWXVEXIK]MWGSRXMRYMRK

Use of Electronic Data Interchange by
Customs Authorities

Real time exchange of customs data between the CusXSQW EHQMRMWXVEXMSRW SJ 1IQFIV 7XEXIW MW IWWIRXMEP MR
facilitating the cross-border movement of goods. Work
SRHI½RMRKXLI½IPHWSJHEXEJSVI\GLERKIERHHIZIPSTEfforts to promote the key tenets of trade facilitation MRK E XIQTPEXI XS VIGSVH XLI HEXE YWIH F] EPP 1IQFIV
within SACU during the review period include: the de- States, in line with the World Customs Union (WCO)
velopment of programmes for the key customs initiatives, SAFE Framework of Standards is continuing.
facilitating meetings of the Technical Liaison Committees
and developing support instruments to facilitate trade.

Capacity Building Initiative
SACU Single Administrative Document
The introduction of the Single Administrative Document
(SAD 500) in the customs territories of Lesotho, Swaziland and some parts of South Africa in October 2006
was a milestone in the effort to facilitate cross-border
movement of goods across SACU. This completed the
introduction of the SAD in SACU. Subsequently, initiatives were undertaken to harmonise the interpretation

Priority areas requiring focus and training have been idenXM½IHERHEKVIIH;SVOSRHIZIPSTMRKEPIEVRMRKRIIHW
assessment tool and developing uniform customs training programmes in these priority areas is continuing.
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Other Initiatives
In support of the efforts to develop modern Customs
administrations in SACU, a consultative process with the
WCO was initiated during the period under review. The
consultations sought to explore the possibility, feasibility
and desirability of a regional approach to the implementation of the second phase of the WCO Columbus Programme on customs reform and modernization.

Overview of the Revenue Management
Work Programme
Part Six of the 2002 SACU Agreement establishes a
Common Revenue Pool consisting of all customs, excise
and additional duties collected in the Common Customs
Area. Part Seven of the Agreement provides a formula
JSVXLIHIXIVQMREXMSRSJXLIVIWTIGXMZIWLEVIWSJ1IQber State. Annex 1 of the SACU Agreement details this
Revenue Sharing Formula.

Implementation of the recommendations of the Audit
Report continued throughout the period under review.

Management of the Common Revenue
Pool
%WTEVXSJXLIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJ%VXMGPI  SJXLI
7%'9%KVIIQIRX[LMGLWXMTYPEXIWXLEX±%1IQber State or SACU Institution may be appointed to manage the Common revenue Pool”, a study was commissioned in November 2006, to update the options on the
management of the Common Revenue Pool.
%VITSVXSRXLIWXYH]SRXLI1EREKIQIRXSJXLI'SQQSR6IZIRYI4SSP[EWTVSHYGIHMR.ERYEV]8LIVIport recommended a management option, which entails
keeping the Common Revenue Pool in South Africa and
greater oversight by the Secretariat. The SACU Council
is yet to make a decision on this recommendation.

8LI%RRI\MHIRXM½IWXLIHEXEXLEXMWVIUYMVIHXSETTP]
the formula for determining revenue shares. In practice,
HYXMIWEVIGSPPIGXIHF]EPP1IQFIV7XEXIWERHXVERWJIVVIH
to the Common Revenue Pool on a quarterly basis. Each Other Initiatives
year, revenue shares are determined by the Council of
1MRMWXIVWERHTE]SYXWXS1IQFIV7XEXIWEVIQEHISRE A key performance measure approved by the Council
in the 2006/07 operational year is the development of
quarterly basis.
a statistical database focussing on trade and economic
During the year under review, efforts were focussed on data.
addressing trade data problems and addressing issues
around the management of the Common Revenue Pool. -RSVHIVXSJEGMPMXEXIXLIGSPPIGXMSRSJHEXEJVSQ1IQber States, the Secretariat developed a template for the
TVITEVEXMSRSJ)GSRSQMG&EGOKVSYRH4ETIVW8LMWXIQplate covers both qualitative and quantitative information
Trade Data
SRIEGL1IQFIV7XEXI(YVMRKXLI]IEV)GSRSQMG&EGOKVSYRH4ETIVW[IVIVIGIMZIHJVSQEPP1IQFIV7XEXIW
In an attempt to improve the integrity of the key data
XLEX MW YWIH JSV XLI HIXIVQMREXMSR SJ 1IQFIV 7XEXIW´ In addition, a template for the submission of intra-SACU
customs share of the Common Revenue Pool, an audit of XVEHI HEXE [EW HIZIPSTIH ERH EKVIIH F] XLI 1IQFIV
intra-SACU trade data was undertaken in 2006.The audit States.
focused on the processes and systems for the collection,
compilation and submission of data to the Secretariat During the year, a rudimentary database was developed
for purposes of determining revenue shares. In particular, F] XLI 7IGVIXEVMEX VI¾IGXMRK XLI HEXE VIGIMZIH JVSQ
XLIEYHMXGSRWMHIVIHHI½RMXMSRMWWYIWEGGSYRXMRK ZEPY- 1IQFIV7XEXIW)JJSVXWEVISRXSMQTVSZIXLIHEXEFEWI
ation) principles as well as the processes for collection, ERHSFXEMRXMQIWIVMIWHEXEJVSQ1IQFIV7XEXIW
capturing and collation of trade data.
The SACU Council adopted a plan to address the recSQQIRHEXMSRWSJXLIEYHMX½RHMRKWMR(IGIQFIV
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Key Achievements
In addition to the items listed above, a number of
other key achievements on Trade Facilitation and RevIRYI1EREKIQIRX[IVIQEHIHYVMRKXLI]IEVYRHIVVIview. In the area of trade facilitation:
















the data used in the calculation of
revenue shares. In order to implement the
new formula, a Task Team was established to
look at the data elements used in the
Revenue Sharing Formula.

8[S%RRI\IWSRISRXLI7%'97MRKPI3VMKMR
ERHERSXLIVSR1YXYEP%HQMRMWXVEXMZI%WWMW

tance were developed.

8LI7%'97MRKPI3VMKMR%RRI\[EWEHSTXIH
by the Council in September 2006. This
Annex lays down the rules to facilitate the
MWWYISJGIVXM½GEXIWSJSVMKMRF]'YWXSQW
%YXLSVMXMIWSJXLI1IQFIV7XEXIW8LI
Annex provides procedures for facilitating

XLI-WWYMRKSJGIVXM½GEXIWSJSVMKMRERHXLI
ZIVM½GEXMSRERHJSPPS[YTSJWYTTPMIVW
declarations; issuing of approved-exporter
authorisations that would be valid in several

1IQFIV7XEXIWERHQIXLSHWSJEHQMRMWXVE
XMZIGSSTIVEXMSRFIX[IIR1IQFIV7XEXIW
8LI%RRI\SR1YXYEP%HQMRMWXVEXMZI%WWMW
tance seeks to promote cooperation among
1IQFIV7XEXIWERHIRWYVIXLEXXLI'YWXSQW
legislation is effectively applied across the
Customs Union. The Annex also seeks to
promote cooperation in ensuring security of
the international trade supply chain.
%HHMXMSREPIJJSVXW[IVIQEHIXSTVSQSXIERH
facilitate cross-border movement of goods
through specialized Technical Liaison
Committees, which deal with operational
aspects of the Customs Union, transport and
commodity level issues. Four meetings of the
Technical Liaison Committee were held
during the review period. The main areas of
discussion centred around border post
operating hours for selected border posts,
technical barriers to the movement of goods
ERHWIGXSVERHTVSHYGXWTIGM½GMWWYIW

%GLMIZIQIRXWVIPEXIHXSXLI6IZIRYI1EREKIQIRX
include:


8LIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLIRI[6IZIRYI
Sharing Formula began in 2005/06.This was
preceded by a series of meetings to verify
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%HHMXMSREPIJJSVXWXSMQTPIQIRXEVIZIRYI
management structure consistent with Article
SJXLI%KVIIQIRXMRGPYHIHXLIIWXEFPMWL
ment of a dedicated Finance Technical Liaison
Committee tasked with monitoring and
advising on operational aspects related to the
Common Revenue Pool.
%REYHMXSJXLITVSGIWWIWERHW]WXIQWJSVXLI
collection and summarisation of intra-SACU
trade data was successfully undertaken. This
resulted in an agreement on a common
HI½RMXMSRJSVERMRXVE7%'9MQTSVXEW[IPP
as some agreement on some customs
procedures related to intra-SACU movement
of goods.

CHAPTER 3 – TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
Overview of the Trade Negotiations
Work Programme
The SACU Common External Tariff (CET) is one of the
cornerstones of the Customs Union. Ensuring the integrity thereof is important, as this will ensure the continued credibility of SACU as an institution. In the past, this
TVMRGMTPI[EWRSXEP[E]WYTLIPH1IQFIV7XEXIWIRXIVIH
into bilateral trade agreements with third countries offering tariff preferences aimed exclusively at improving
bilateral trade relations between the two parties, contrary to the principles of a single SACU market envisaged by the formation of the Customs Union.
-RSVHIVXSEHHVIWWXLMWERSQEP]%VXMGPI[EWMRXVSduced into the 2002 SACU Agreement, envisaging the
IWXEFPMWLQIRX SJ E 'SQQSR 2IKSXMEXMRK 1IGLERMWQ
'21 %VXMGPIMWFEWIHSRXLIYRHIVWXERHMRKXLEXMR
XLIJYXYVIRSMRHMZMHYEP7%'91IQFIV7XEXIGERIRXIV
into a new or amend an existing preferential trade agreement with a third party without the prior consent of all
XLISXLIV1IQFIV7XEXIW%WEVIWYPXXLI7%'9'SYRGMP
took an in-principle decision that in the future all trade
negotiations with third parties must be conducted with
SACU acting as a block. For the ongoing negotiations, i.e.
the free trade agreement with the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) and the Preferential Trade AgreeQIRX[MXL1)6'37967SYXL%JVMGE[EWETTSMRXIHEW
the lead negotiator. For other negotiations any SACU
1IQFIV7EXIGSYPHFIETTSMRXIHXSJYP½PXLMWVSPI8LMW
arrangement will be kept in place until such time that
E'21LEWFIIRJSVQEPP]EHSTXIHERHEWXVYGXYVIJSV
trade negotiations been created.
The focus for the year under review fell on concluding
existing trade negotiations, starting the process leading
to a trade agreement with India, as well as developing
XLI'21

VEXM½GEXMSRMQQIHMEXIP]XLIVIEJXIV,S[IZIVHIPE]W[IVI
I\TIVMIRGIHEWRSXEPP7%'91IQFIV7XEXIW[IVIEFPI
to conclude this process during 2007, due to time-consuming internal legislative procedures.This prevented the
MQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLI*8%F].ERYEV]%RSXLIV
TVSFPIQVIPEXIHWTIGM½GEPP]XSXLIJEGXXLEXRSXEPP7%'9
1IQFIV 7XEXIW LEH VEXM½IH XLI XLVII FMPEXIVEP EKVMGYPtural agreements with Iceland, Norway and Switzerland.
These agreements form part of the instruments establishing the free trade area between SACU and EFTA.

SACU-USA Trade, Investment and Development Cooperation Agreement (TIDCA)
Following the suspension of the negotiations on a free
trade agreement between SACU and the USA, a process was started for a SACU-USA Trade, Investment and
Development Cooperation Agreement (TIDCA). This
agreement will provide the framework for formal interaction between the two parties, while also providing a
basis to enter into separate agreements on technical isWYIW-WWYIWXLEXLEZIWSJEVFIIRNSMRXP]MHIRXM½IH[IVI
747 XIGLRMGEP FEVVMIVW XS XVEHI 8&8  GYWXSQW GSSTeration, as well as trade promotion involving the private
sector. SACU and USA negotiators met twice during the
GSYVWI SJ XLI ]IEV [MXL XLI EMQ XS ½REPM^I XLMW EKVIIment. Substantial progress was made and it is expected
XLEXXLMWEKVIIQIRXGERFIWMKRIHHYVMRKXLI½VWXLEPJSJ
2008.
Economic Partnership Agreement between the Southern African Development Community (SADC) and the
European Community (EC) (SADC-EC EPA)

As part of the built-in agenda of the Cotonou Agreement between the European Union and the African,
Bilateral Trade Initiatives
'EVMFFIERERH4EGM½G %'4 KVSYTSJGSYRXVMIWEGSQmitment was made to conclude Economic Partnership
During 2007, SACU trade negotiators dealt with the fol- Agreements (EPA) aimed at developing a trade relationlowing bilateral initiatives:
ship based on reciprocity in accordance with WTO obligations. This was necessary as the preferences granted
Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between SACU and the Eu- under the Cotonou Agreement were subject to a WTO
ropean Free Trade Association (EFTA)
[EMZIVXLEXI\TMVIHSR(IGIQFIV7TIGM½GRIKSXMEXMRKGSR½KYVEXMSRW[IVIJSVQIHFEWIHSRVIKMSREP
8LI *8% FIX[IIR 7%'9 ERH )*8% [EW WMKRIH MR .YP] EJ½PMEXMSRW%PP½ZI7%'91IQFIV7XEXIWEVIQIQFIVW
1IQFIV7XEXIWSRFSXLWMHIWWXEVXIHETVSGIWWSJ SJ XLI 7%(' GSR½KYVEXMSR EPFIMX 7SYXL%JVMGE MRMXMEPP]
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only participated as an observer. This came as a result of
XLIGSYRXV]´WWTIGMEPVIPEXMSR[MXLXLI)YVSTIER9RMSR
in terms of the Trade, Development and Cooperation
Agreement (TDCA). The other three countries included
MRXLMWGSR½KYVEXMSR[IVI%RKSPE8ER^ERMEERH1S^EQFMUYI -R 1EVGL  7%(' XEFPIH E JVEQI[SVO TVSposal to the EC outlining its vision of a SADC-EU EPA,
which addresses the following issues:



-RGPYWMSRSJ7SYXL%JVMGEMRXSXLI7%(')4%
as a full member.




2SRVIGMTVSGMX]JSVRSR7%'90('´W
%RKSPE1S^EQFMUYIERH8ER^ERME 

were concluded, an understanding was reached that negotiations should continue to address these outstanding
issues. Negotiations continued throughout 2006 and in
2007 negotiators from all sides met in October 2007 to
½REPM^IXLIEKVIIQIRX,S[IZIVEWRSXEPPMWWYIWGSYPH
be resolved, it was agreed that a further round of negotiations is required. It is expected that this round of
RIKSXMEXMSRW[MPPXEOITPEGIHYVMRKXLI½VWXLEPJSJ
and the aim is to conclude the negotiations and sign the
amended agreement as soon as possible thereafter.

SACU-India Preferential Trade Agreement
In October 2007, SACU and India launched negotiations
towards a PTA between the two sides. Namibia was
appointed to lead the negotiations on the SACU side.

8VEHIVIPEXIHVYPIW RI[KIRIVEXMSRMWWYIW 
2IKSXMEXSVW EKVIIH XS YWI XLI VIWTIGXMZI 48%´W [MXL
where SADC does not foresee any binding
1)6'3796EWEFEWMWJSVXLMWEKVIIQIRX2IKSXMEXMSRW
commitments to be included in the EPA.
FIKER[MXLXLITVITEVEXMSRWSJE1IQSVERHYQSJ9Rderstanding outlining the framework. It is expected that
The EC undertook extensive internal consultations XLMW1IQSVERHYQSJ9RHIVWXERHMRK[MPPFIWMKRIHHYVERH TVSZMHIH MXW VIWTSRWI SRP] MR 1EVGL  EGGITX- ing 2008, while the negotiations on the PTA should be
ing the proposal that South Africa would become a full completed by the end of 2009. At least two negotiating
QIQFIVSJXLI7%(')4%+VSYTEPXLSYKL[MXLWSQI rounds are envisaged for 2008.
conditions attached. One condition would be that South
Africa would not enjoy the same duty-free-quota-free
market access other ACP States would enjoy. Following
the EC response, negotiations between the two sides SACU-India-MERCOSUR Trilateral
started, culminating in the initialling of an Interim EPA by Engagement
½ZI7%('1IQFIV7XEXIW¯&SXW[ERE0IWSXLS1S^EQFMUYI2EQMFME [MXLVIWIVZEXMSRW ERH7[E^MPERH¯HYV- 7%'9 -RHME ERH 1)6'3796 QIX MR 3GXSFIV 
ing November and December 2007. Angola and South to discuss a possible trilateral engagement between
%JVMGE MHIRXM½IH E RYQFIV SJ GSRGIVRW XLEX TVIZIRXIH the three regions. The objective of this meeting was to
the two countries from initialling the agreement. The In- evaluate the possibility of strengthening trade relations
terim EPA will be provisionally implemented by the EC amongst the three regions through a formalised arrangeEWSJ.ERYEV][LMPIMXMWI\TIGXIHXLEXXLI7%(' ment. This could include the conclusion of a Trilateral
)4%+VSYTGSYRXVMIWXLEXMRMXMEPPIHXLIEKVIIQIRXWLSYPH 8VEHI%KVIIQIRX2SWTIGM½GGSQQMXQIRX[EWQEHIXS
this effect and the three sides agreed to continue their
MQTPIQIRXMXEWSJ.YP]
discussions. It was also agreed that a trilateral engagement could only be contemplated once the respective
FMPEXIVEP48%´W[IVIGSRGPYHIHERHMQTPIQIRXIH

SACU-MERCOSUR Preferential Trade
Agreement
-R (IGIQFIV  7%'9 ERH 1)6'3796 1IQFIV
States signed a Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA) aimed
at providing tariff preferences for a selected number of
goods on both sides. The PTA also provides for the posWMFMPMX]SJIRXIVMRKMRXSRIKSXMEXMSRWSREJYPP¾IHKIH*8%
at a future date. However, as not all areas of negotiations

Other Bilateral Engagements
SACU has been exploring the possibility of establishing
formal trade relations with China, as well as looking at
Africa as a potential source for future growth in trade
JSV 7%'9 1IQFIV 7XEXIW 6IWIEVGL XS IZEPYEXI XLI
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FIRI½XWERHGSWXWSJXLIWITSWWMFMPMXMIWMWGSRXMRYMRK-R
addition, SACU considered a number of requests from
other countries or regions for entering into a formalised
trading arrangement. This shows the increasing interest
in the SACU region as a potential trading partner. However Council decided that every effort should be made
XSGSRGPYHISRKSMRKRIKSXMEXMSRW½VWX QYPXMPEXIVEPERH
FMPEXIVEP  MRGPYHMRK IZEPYEXMRK XLI TSXIRXMEP FIRI½XW SJ
entering into an agreement with an African region, before any new commitment can be made.

Multilateral Trade Initiatives

XLIWIQEXXIVWHYVMRKXLI½VWXLEPJSJERHXLEXXLI
'21 [MPP FI EHSTXIH F] XLI IRH SJ  ERH MQTPImented soon thereafter.

2SXM½GEXMSRSJ7%'9XSXLI;83
7%'9 [EW RSXM½IH EW E 'YWXSQW 9RMSR XS XLI;83
SR.YRIMRXIVQWSJ%VXMGPISJ+%888LMW
will ensure a better understanding of SACU as a region
amongst WTO members, giving SACU a legal standMRK ERH MQTVSZI GSSVHMREXMSR EQSRKWX 7%'9 1IQFIV
States on positions and issues discussed at the WTO and
other negotiations.

%PP7%'91IQFIV7XEXIWEVIQIQFIVWSJXLI;83SR
25 june 2007. As such, they participate in the activities
of this organization, including the Doha Development
Round of Negotiations. Limited progress was made on
these negotiations during 2007. SACU used this time to Key Achievements
consolidate its position under the leadership of South
%JVMGE [LS 7%'98VEHI 1MRMWXIVW VIGSR½VQIH EW XLI The key achievements in the area of trade negotiations
can be summarised as follows:
SACU coordinator for this process.
7%'9 1IQFIV 7XEXIW ERH 7IGVIXEVMEX SJ½GMEPW EPWS
participated in a number of other multilateral forums,
including the SADC Summit, African Union meetings,
meetings organised by United Nations agencies, as well
EWQIIXMRKWSJXLI%JVMGER'EVMFFIERERH4EGM½G+VSYT
of Countries.



2SXM½GEXMSRSJ7%'9XSXLI;83




(IZIPSTMRKE½REPHVEJX%RRI\SRXLI
'SQQSR2IKSXMEXMRK1IGLERMWQ



0EYRGLMRKXLIRIKSXMEXMSRW[MXL-RHMESRE
Preferential Trade Agreement.

SACU Common Negotiating Mechanism
%VXMGPISJXLI7%'9%KVIIQIRXQERHEXIWXLI
IWXEFPMWLQIRX SJ E 'SQQSR 2IKSXMEXMRK 1IGLERMWQ
'21 JSV7%'9;SVOSRHIZIPSTMRKXLI'21WXEVXIH
in 2007 and the SACU Secretariat has been tasked to coSVHMREXIXLMWTVSGIWW%½REPHVEJX%RRI\[EWHIZIPSTIH
and presented to the Council during its meeting in December 2007. After considering this annex, the Council
VIJIVVIHMXXSXLI7%'91MRMWXIVWVIWTSRWMFPIJSV8VEHI
XS TVSZMHI JYVXLIV TSPMG] HMVIGXMSR SR XLI '21 7TIGM½GMWWYIWXLEXLEZIXSFIEHHVIWWIHMRGPYHITPEGMRKXLI
'21[MXLMRXLITVSTIVGSRXI\XSJVIKMSREPMRXIKVEXMSR
efforts in SACU, while also dealing with the question of
developing common policies for SACU as a whole, especially in the area of industrial policy, agricultural policy
and competition.
-XMWI\TIGXIHXLEX7%'98VEHI1MRMWXIVW[MPPHIEP[MXL
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CHAPTER 4 - POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
Overview of the Policy Development and
Research work programme
One of the objectives of the 2002 SACU Agreement is
to facilitate the development of common policies and
strategies. The Agreement states that for 2002 SACU to
develop as a viable regional economic entity, progress is
needed in intra-SACU policy the development, harmonization, or co-operation. As per the SACU Agreement,
Article 2 (h), the crucial objective of “facilitating development of common policies and strategies” required that
as an important mandate, SACU had to start work on
developing common policies for the region.

formulating tariff and trade policy which has a bearing on
revenue sharing arrangements.

8LI 1IQFIV 7XEXIW JYVXLIV I\GLERKIH XLIMV I\MWXMRK
policies in order to start a discourse on the meaning
and scope of a SACU industrial policy and begin to identify possible components of such a policy. During 2007,
a SACU Task Team was also formed composing of the
1IQFIV 7XEXIW GSRXEGX TIVWSRW XS SZIVWII XLI HIZIPopment of the industrial policy. The Task Team was enXVYWXIH XS HIZIPST E VSEHQET XS ½VWXP] WTIEVLIEH XLI
The focus for SACU to start work on common poli- TVSGIWWSJHI½RMRKEGSQQSRYRHIVWXERHMRKERHZMWMSR
cy development is contained in part eight of the 2002 for common industrial policy development for SACU.
SACU Agreement, which deals with common policies. (YVMRKXLIPEXXIVTEVXSJXLI]IEV1IQFIV7XEXIWWYF7TIGM½G EVIEW MRGPYHI MRHYWXVMEP TSPMGMIW ERH WXVEXIKMIW mitted papers on their levels of ambition as regards to
%VXMGPI   EKVMGYPXYVEP TSPMGMIW %VXMGPI   GSQTIXM- their understanding of common policy development.This
tion policies, laws and regulations (Article 40), and poli- process is expected to be followed with developing gecies and instruments to address unfair trade practices RIVMGIPIQIRXWGSQQSRXSEPP1IQFIV7XEXIW´MRHYWXVMEP
policies and an analysis to identify gaps, commonalities
(Article 41).
and divergences concerning industrial policies in SACU
It also includes areas under Part Five of the Agreement 1IQFIV7XEXIW
such as harmonized technical regulations and product
standards (Article 28) and sanitary and phyto-sanitary
QIEWYVIW %VXMGPI 

Agricultural Policy
In the year under review it is seen that progress towards
JYP½PPMRKXLISFNIGXMZISJTSPMG]HIZIPSTQIRXEXVIKMSREP
level has been limited but extensive preparatory work
has been done to get the process on track for the subsequent year.

3R%KVMGYPXYVI1IQFIV7XEXIWVIGSKRMWIXLIMQTSVXERGI
of the agricultural sector to their economies and agree
to cooperate on agricultural policies in order to ensure
the coordinated development of the agricultural sector
within the Common Customs Area. A workshop held in
2006, to discuss future cooperation on agricultural poliGMIW EW TVSZMHIH JSV MR%VXMGPI  SJ XLI 7%'9%KVIIment, had concluded with the understanding that there
Industrial Policy
[EWERIIHXSWIXSYXXLIGSQQSRHI½RMXMSRSFNIGXMZIW
During the period under review, work started on the and scope of the policies to be included Agricultural Polipolicy development agenda. On industrial policy, SACU cy Cooperation.The workshop report further outlined a
1IQFIV7XEXIWVIGSKRMWIHXLIMQTSVXERGISJFEPERGIH process, detailing possible actions and timeframes for the
industrial development of the Common Customs Area XMQIP]MQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJ%VXMGPI
as an important objective for economic development
and pursuant to this, agreed that common policies and 8LI[SVOWLST[EWXLI½VWXSTTSVXYRMX]JSV7%'91IQstrategies with respect to industrial development be de- FIV7XEXIW´EKVMGYPXYVEPSJ½GMEPWXSFVEMRWXSVQSR%VXMGPI
veloped. A workshop was held on this in August 2006 8LI[SVOWLSTRSXSRP]WIVZIHEWEJSVYQJSVSVMIRXEwhich concluded that SACU should start work on the tion but also a forum for stock-taking, information sharing
development of the common industrial policy. At the ERHSFNIGXMZIWIXXMRK8LI1IQFIV7XEXIWEPWSWYFQMXXIH
workshop the urgent need for an industrial policy was their agricultural policies to the Secretariat and it was
emphasized for SACU as it is an essential step towards observed that upon close inspection, the policies are of a
XLIIJJIGXMZISTIVEXMSRSJXLI2EXMSREP&SHMIWERHXLI varying nature and needs extensive analysis and collation
8EVMJJ&SEVH-X[MPPEPWSFIERMQTSVXERXGSQTSRIRXMR into a comprehensive discussion document.
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During 2007, a Sub-Committee of the Agricultural Liaison
Committee (ALC) concerned on Agricultural Policy Development approved the terms of reference to develop
a policy audit and inventory of the agricultural policies in
1IQFIV7XEXIW8LIEYHMXMRZSPZIWGSPPEXMRKI\MWXMRKTSPMcies, policy processes, and sectoral competitiveness of
1IQFIV7XEXIW8LIEYHMXEMQWEXMHIRXMJ]MRKEVIEW[LIVI
policy harmonization already exists and where gaps in
TSPMGMIWERHTSXIRXMEPTSPMG]GSR¾MGXWSGGYV8LIVIWYPXing audit could then be used to develop a coordinated
policy framework. The intention is that the policy audit
FIGSQTPIXIHHYVMRKXLI½VWXTEVXSJ

put to the process, mission visits were conducted to all
1IQFIV7XEXIWHYVMRKXLI½VWXUYEVXIVSJ8LMW[EW
done in cooperation with UNCTAD.
8LI HVEJX ERRI\IW LEZI FIIR ½REPMWIH ERH RIIH XS FI
HMWGYWWIHERHEHSTXIHF]XLI1IQFIV7XEXIWJSVMQTPImentation next year.

Sectoral Priorities (SACU Textile and
Clothing Sector)

With respect to the development of the long-term strategy for the SACU textile and clothing sector, this has
Competition Policy
become a priority for the Council. The Council also directed that a consultant be commissioned to undertake
(YVMRKXLI]IEVYRHIVVIZMI[1IQFIV7XEXIWEKVIIHXS research on all aspects relating to the development of
cooperate with each other on the enforcement of com- E PSRKXIVQ WXVEXIK] MRGPYHMRK XLI GSWXFIRI½X EREP]WMW
petition laws and regulations. Policies and instruments to of the Textile and Clothing Industry Development ProEHHVIWWYRJEMVXVEHITVEGXMGIWFIX[IIR1IQFIV7XEXIW gramme (TCIDP) and the options for a replacement
must also be developed.
scheme for the TCIDP.
The process of considering Competition issues within
SACU is driven by the Articles 40 and 41 of the 2002
SACU Agreement. Article 40 deals with Competition
4SPMG] ERH XLI VIUYMVIQIRX JSV 1IQFIV 7XEXIW XS EPP
have Competition Policies as a pre-requisite for an intraSACU cooperation mechanism.The cooperation mechanism should also point out the process with respect to
the enforcement of Competition Policies and regulations
within SACU. Article 41 requires that policies and instruments be developed to address Unfair Trade Practices
FIX[IIR1IQFIV7XEXIWERHJSVXLIWIXSFIERRI\IHXS
the SACU Agreement. When the new SACU Agreement
came into effect in 2004, the process of developing annexes to these articles started when the Trade and Industry Liaison Committee took the initiative to work on
the development of an Annex on Unfair Trade Practices
as contained in Article 41 of the SACU Agreement.
In this regard, the work on the development of Article 40
and 41 commenced in December 2006 with the adoption of the Roadmap by the Council on the proposed activities, process and procedures of developing the Competition Policy. A steering committee was constituted in
December 2006. In order to get a comprehensive and
realistic view on policy perspectives on competition issues within SACU as well as to ensure consultative in-

As a result, the Task Team has been established in 2007
which developed the Terms of Reference for a study on
the long-term strategy. It is the intention that this Terms
of Reference be adopted early next year to initiate research in this area.

Other Policy Development and Research
Initiatives
With respect to technical barriers to trade and sanitary
ERH TL]XSWERMXEV] QIEWYVIW 1IQFIV 7XEXIW WXVMZI XS
harmonize product standards and technical regulations
within the Common Customs Area and have agreed to
cooperate on the enforcement of measures from time
XSXMQIEWXSJEGMPMXEXIJVII¾S[SJKSSHWFIX[IIR1IQFIV7XEXIW8LMWLEWTVSQTXIHXLI1IQFIV7XEXIWXSMRterrogate and collate information on all non-tariff barriIVWMREKVMGYPXYVI8LI1IQFIV7XEXIWEKVIIHXSGSRWYPX
internally with all relevant institutions, including technical
institutions overseeing some of these non-tariff barriers,
with a view to provide country reports to the Secretariat to ensure a consolidated policy paper for SACU.



8LI 7%'9 TVSTSWEP SR XLI I\XIRWMSR SJ XLI 1S^EQFMUYI1EPE[M8ER^ERMEERH>EQFME 118> 1EVOIX%Gcess Arrangement had been accepted by the Council. In
XLMWVIKEVH118>[IVIVIUYIWXIHXSKE^IXXIXLIMVQEVOIXEGGIWWSJJIVWXS&027
3REHQMRMWXVEXMSRSJ%KVMGYPXYVEP6IFEXIWXLI1IQFIV
7XEXIW IRUYMVIH SR XLI PMWXMRK ERH UYERXM½GEXMSR SJ EPP
agricultural rebates to get an analysis of the possible impact of rebates on food security and what the positions
are on the review of administration of wheat and dairy
facilities as well as quota levels. Two workshops were
LIPHMRMR[LMGL1IQFIV7XEXIW[IVIMRJSVQIHSJ
the nature and process of the administration of rebates.
The report has indicated that the rebates have a positive
MQTEGXSRJSSHWIGYVMX]MRXLI1IQFIV7XEXIW´IGSRSmies.
On Infant Industry Protection, a workshop was held
during the year to discuss the policy relevance of Infant Industry Protection as per Article 26 of the SACU
Agreement. The workshop presented its policy recommendations to the ALC wherein they were adopted.
Currently, a process is underway to develop a implementation legal annex that details the legal guidelines for Infant Industry Protection implementation.

Key Achievements
The key achievements in the area of policy development
can be summarised as follows:


'SQTPIXMSRSJXLIHVEJX%RRI\IWSR
Competition Policy and Unfair Trade
Practices.



7%'9[SVOWLSTSR%KVMGYPXYVI4SPMG]
development.




%HSTXMSRSJXLI4SPMG]6ITSVXSR(IZIPSTMRK
1SHEPMXMIWJSV-RJERX-RHYWXV]4VSXIGXMSR
(Article 26).



%REP]WMWXLEXHIXEMPWXLIREXYVIERHTVSGIWWSJ
the administration of Agricultural Rebates.



%TTVSZIH7%'9TSWMXMSRSR118>QEVOIX
access quotas.
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Chapter 5 – SACU SECRETARIAT OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The Secretariat
The SACU Secretariat is the technical arm of SACU. It h)
is one of the permanent institutions of the SACU. The
7IGVIXEVMEX´WJYRGXMSRMWXSTVSZMHIE[MHIVERKISJWIVvices, such as coordination of technical studies, follow-up i)
on implementation of the 2002 SACU Agreement and
monitoring and implementation of decisions of the SACU
'SYRGMPSJ1MRMWXIVW-XMWLIEHIHF]XLI)\IGYXMZI7IGVItary, assisted by three Directors. The Executive Secretary j)
has overseen employment of professional staff that posWIWWIWWTIGMEPMWIHWOMPPWMRZEVMSYW½IPHW
3TIVEXMSRW SJ XLI 7IGVIXEVMEX GSQQIRGIH MR .ERYary 2004 with the deployment of the Executive SecreXEV] 7YFWIUYIRXP] WM\ TSWMXMSRW [IVI GVIEXIH ERH ½PPIH
in 2005, namely: Director Trade Facilitation & Revenue
1EREKIQIRX(MVIGXSV4SPMG](IZIPSTQIRX 6IWIEVGL
Director Corporate Services; Legal Advisor; Internal Auditor and Human Resources Specialist.

coordinate and assist in the negotiation of
trade agreements with third parties;
perform such other duties as may be assigned
to it from time to time by the Council and
the Commission; and
be the depositary of all records of SACU.

During the period under review, the Secretariat commenced the development of the SACU Secretariat StratIK][LMGLIWTSYWIWXLI7IGVIXEVMEX´W4YVTSWI:MWMSRERH
Values.

Purpose, Vision and Values
The recruitment of professional and support staff accelerated in 2006 and 2007 and the number of staff recruit- Our Purpose:
IHEWEX(IGIQFIVVIEGLIH8LIXSXEPWXEJJ
complement for the Secretariat is pegged at 40.
The SACU Secretariat exists to facilitate the achievement of the SACU objectives as outlined in the 2002
Article 10 of the 2002 SACU Agreement
SACU Agreement. With neutrality and dedicated focus,
states that the SACU Secretariat shall:
[ITVSZMHIWYTTSVXJSVEPP7%'9EGXMZMXMIWXLIVIF]MR¾Yencing the SACU agenda. Our organisation offers expera)
be responsible for the day-to-day administratise, consistency and continuity in the drive to promote
tion of SACU;
VIKMSREPMRXIKVEXMSRJSVXLIFIRI½XSJEPP1IQFIV7XEXIW
&]IRKEKMRK[MXLHMZIVWIGLEPPIRKMRKVIKMSREPERHKPSFEP
b)
coordinate and monitor the implementation
issues, we grow ourselves and others with whom we
of all decisions of the Council and the Comwork. We make an innovative contribution through colmission;
laboration, professionalism and determination.
c)

arrange meetings, disseminate information
and keep minutes of meetings of SACU
Institutions;

Our vision:
To be a regional leader, exemplifying the ideal practice of
providing quality service to a Customs Union.

d)


assist in the harmonization of national policies
ERHWXVEXIKMIWSJ1IQFIV7XEXIWMRWSJEVEW
they relate to SACU;

e)


be headed by an Executive Secretary who
WLEPPFIEGMXM^IRSJE1IQFIV7XEXI

f)

have such other staff as may be determined
by the Commission from time to time;

Visionary Leadership: We recognize the need to
set a vision in our respective areas of work that stretches our organizational focus beyond the immediate situation and out to a shared future.

g)

be responsible for keeping a record of all
transactions into and out of the Common
Revenue Pool;

Trustworthiness: We value honesty and we expect
people to always treat one another professionally and
with respect, leading to mutual trust.

Our Values:
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Performance-driven: We value the willingness of
people to be responsible and accountable for:

E

8LI)\IGYXMZI7IGVIXEV]´W3J½GI

F

8VEHI*EGMPMXEXMSRERH6IZIRYI1EREKIQIRX



XLIUYEPMX]SJXLIMV[SVO
c)

Policy Development and Research; and



XLIMQTSVXERGISJEGLMIZMRKTSWMXMZIVIWYPXW
and

d)

Corporate Services.

XLIMVEFMPMX]XSQIIXSVWYVTEWWI\TIGXEXMSRW
and manage resources entrusted to them in a
GSWXIJJIGXMZIERHIJ½GMIRXQERRIV

8LI)\IGYXMZI7IGVIXEV]´W3J½GI




Integrity: We believe in exercising Integrity in all business dealings with our trade partners; our business associates and our allies in serving our stakeholders.

This Directorate comprises four units, namely:


3J½GISJXLI)\IGYXMZI7IGVIXEV]



We treat them with respect, fairness and integrity at all times and expect the same in
return.



0IKEP%WWYVERGI



%YHMX%WWYVERGI

;I[MPPEP[E]WXEOIXLILMKLVSEHF]
practicing the highest ethical standards, and
by honouring our commitments.



'SQQYRMGEXMSRW



8LIVSPISJXLI)\IGYXMZI7IGVIXEV]´WSJ½GIMWXSJEGMPMtate and ensure the implementations of all decisions of

;I[MPPXEOITIVWSREPVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVSYV
XLI7%'9'SYRGMPSJ1MRMWXIVWERHXLI7%'9'SQQMWactions, and treat everyone fairly and with
WMSR8LI)\IGYXMZI7IGVIXEV]´W3J½GITVSZMHIWWXVEXIKMG
trust and respect.
direction to the Secretariat and facilitates communication initiatives which will assist to position and promote
People Centred: We are committed to an environ- 7%'9ERHIRLERGIMXWMQEKI8LI)\IGYXMZI7IGVIXEV]´W
ment characterized by continuous learning, an entrepre- SJ½GI EPWS JEGMPMXEXIW ERH IRWYVIW 0IKEP%WWYVERGI ERH
neurial, can-do spirit and a team orientation. In addition, Audit Assurance of the Organisation.
we are committed to an environment that is willing to
allow for a healthy balance between our professional
and personal lives. This commitment will enable us to
EXXVEGXERHVIXEMRXLIFIWXUYEPM½IHTISTPIERHGVIEXIE Trade Facilitation and Revenue
workplace of which we can be proud and where we can Management
always enjoy our work, while seeking to carry out our
mission.
This Directorate comprises two units, namely:
Working Together: We recognize our strength and a)
Trade Facilitation
our competitive advantage is and always will be people.
We value the skills, strengths, and perspectives of our F 
6IZIRYI1EREKIQIRX
diverse team. We will continually learn, and share ideas
and knowledge.We will encourage cooperative efforts at Objectives of this Directorate are to:
every level and across all activities in our Organisation.

JEGMPMXEXIXLIIUYMXEFPIWLEVMRKSJVIZIRYI
arising from customs, excise and additional

HYXMIWPIZMIHF]1IQFIV7XEXIW

SACU Secretariat Directorates

The work of the Secretariat is implemented through four
functional units which are the Directorates of:
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WYTTSVX1IQFIV7XEXIWMRMQTPIQIRXMRKER
agreed Revenue Sharing Formula;





TVSQSXIMRXVE7%'9JVIIQSZIQIRXSJ
goods through cross-border co-operation
and trade; and
TVSZMHIEVIPMEFPIHEXEFEWISROI]7%'9
economic indicators.

all SACU Institutions.
This focuses on the consolidation of the Secretariat in
terms of ensuring the development of sound strategic
and operational policies business process that will faciliate the smooth running of the organisation.

Human Resources
Policy Development and Research
This Directorate comprises two units, namely:
a)

Policy Development and Research

b)

Trade Negotiations

Objectives of this Directorate are to:



WYTTSVXXLI7%'9SFNIGXMZIWJSVIRLERGIH
IGSRSQMGHIZIPSTQIRXHMZIVWM½GEXMSRMRHYW
trialization, and competitiveness;



WYTTSVX7%'9´WVIKMSREPERHKPSFEPMRXIKVE
tion through trade negotiation and trade
facilitation; and



IRWYVIXLEX7%'9´WMRXIVIWXWEVIWEJIKYEVHIH
and enhanced in global, multi and bilateral,
trade negotiations, as well as to ensure that
SACU plays a leading role in the development
and implementation of the regional integration agenda, and maintain and improve the in
tegrity of the Customs Union.

Corporate Services
8LMW(MVIGXSVEXIGSQTVMWIWSJ½ZIYRMXWREQIP]
a)

Human Resources

b)

Information Technology

c)

Documentation and Conferencing

H

*EGMPMXMIW1EREKIQIRXERH4VSGYVIQIRX

8LI ,YQER 6IWSYVGIW YRMX QEREKIW XLI 7IGVIXEVMEX´W
human resource requirements, terms and conditions of
service of staff, recruitment, performance management,
staff training and skills development, remuneration policy
and general human resources policies and procedures.
During the period under review, the unit has initiated
E VIZMI[ SJ XLI 7IGVIXEVMEX´W LYQER VIWSYVGIW TSPMGMIW
and procedures, remuneration policy and performance
management system.
.SFTVS½PMRKIZEPYEXMSRERHKVEHMRKSJNSFWGSRXMRYIHXS
be undertaken during the period under review to ensure
alignment of jobs to the technical requirements of the
Secretariat and the market.
Staff Recruitment was the major focus during the period
under review with the view to capacitating the various
Directorates and supporting them in delivering the technical mandate of the Secretariat.
Staff Development activities that were carried during the
period under review were:
)RXIVTVMWI;MHI6MWO1EREKIQIRXXVEMRMRK[EWTVSZMHIH
XS EPP 4VSJIWWMSREP 7XEJJ SR )RXIVTVMWI;MHI 6MWO 1EREKIQIRX[LMGLGSZIVIHMHIRXM½GEXMSRERHEWWIWWQIRXSJ
risk with accompanying controls to mitigate risk to acceptable levels.
Diplomacy and Etiquette training was provided to all
Support Staff covering etiquette and protocols, SecreXEVMEX VIPEXMSRWLMT [MXL 1IQFIV 7XEXIW ,SWX 'SYRXV]
4VSGIHYVIWERH6IKYPEXMSRWERH'SRWYPEV1EXXIVW

Payroll and Human Resources System training on enhanced features of the Payroll and Human Resources
I
*MRERGMEP1EREKIQIRX
System was provided to Human Resources staff, focusing
on improving controls and payroll management as well
The primary objective of this Directorate is to provide as the implementation of an Employee Self Service funcTVSJIWWMSREPERHIJ½GMIRXGSVTSVEXIWYTTSVXWIVZMGIWXS tionality for leave planning and management.
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Documentation and Information
Repository
A Report Writing Workshop was conducted for Professional Staff to develop an in-house report writing style
for the preparation of reports and documents.

This unit is responsible for handling all documentation
and logistics relating to Council meetings, which are held
quarterly. Submission guidelines for this documentation
are contained in the Rules of Procedure for SACU Insti-RHYGXMSRSR'SRHMXMSRWSJ7IVZMGI¯7SQISJXLI7XEJJ tutions. The unit also manages timelines for preparation
who joined the Secretariat at the beginning of year under of documents and other materials, coordinates contact
review were taken through the Staff Handbook which TSMRXWMR1IQFIV7XEXIWERH[MPPYPXMQEXIP]FIVIWTSRcontains their Conditions of Service. A review of these sible for the development and maintenance of a Reposipolicies was instituted during the third quarter of the tory of all SACU related documentation.
period under review.

Facilities Management and Procurement
Information Technology

One of the key projects of this unit is the construction
SJXLI7%'9,IEH5YEVXIVW&YMPHMRKJSV[LMGLE8EWO
The Secretariat has continued to strengthen its informa- 8IEQ GSQTVMWMRK SJ VITVIWIRXEXMZIW JVSQ XLI 1IQFIV
tion communication technology capabilities through the States, was established in 2006. The road map for the
Information Technology unit. The main project for the project includes securing a title deed and appointment of
period under review was the installation of video confer- Architects, Civil and Structural Engineers, Quantity SurIRGMRKIUYMTQIRXMR1IQFIV7XEXIWERHXLI7IGVIXEVMEX ZI]SVW )PIGXVMGEP )RKMRIIVW ERH 1IGLERMGEP )RKMRIIVW
The goal for this project is to enhance communication Drawings will be submitted to the Council for approval
FIX[IIR1IQFIV7XEXIWEW[IPPEWGSQQYRMGEXMSR[MXL MR .YP]  ERH GSRWXVYGXMSR MW I\TIGXIH XS FI GSQthe Secretariat.
pleted by mid 2011.
Other projects include development and implementaXMSRSJER)PIGXVSRMG(SGYQIRXWERH6IGSVHW1EREKIment System, a Disaster Recovery Plan and an Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system.
-RMXWGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLITVSHYGXMZMX]IJ½GMIRG]ERHIJJIGXMZIRIWW SJ 7%'9´W MRWXMXYXMSRW XLI YRMX LEW XLI JSPlowing strategic goals:


1EMRXEMRERMRJVEWXVYGXYVIEVGLMXIGXYVIERH
applications that are secure, reliable, scalable
and adaptable to changes in the environment;



3TXMQM^I'SQQYRMGEXMSRERH'SPPEFSVEXMSR
systems to improve service delivery and dissemination of timely, reliable information to
stakeholders;

The unit is also responsible for implementing and revising
procurement policies and procedures, which form part
SJXLI½RERGMEPTSPMGMIWERHTVSGIHYVIWSJXLI7IGVIXEVMEX
In this regard, the unit is responsible for coordinating the
work of the Tender Committee and overseeing procureQIRXSJEPPXLI7IGVIXEVMEX´WKSSHWERHWIVZMGIW
The unit is also tasked with custodianship for all the
assets of the Secretariat, provision of general support
services such as security services, general maintenance,
GPIERMRKERHGSYVMIVERHWLMTQIRXSJSJ½GMEPGSVVIWTSRdence and documentation.

Financial Management
The Financing of the Secretariat is provided under ArXMGPISJXLI7%'9%KVIIQIRX[LMGLWXEXIWXLEX
XLIFYHKIXIHGSWXSJ½RERGMRKXLI7IGVIXEVMEXXLI8EVMJJ
&SEVHERHXLI8VMFYREP[MPP½VWXFIHIHYGXIHJVSQXLI
Common Revenue Pool before distribution of shares
EQSRK1IQFIV7XEXIW





6IWIEVGL4VSGYVIERH-QTPIQIRXER)PIGXVSR
MG(SGYQIRXWERH6IGSVHW1EREKIQIRX
7]WXIQ )(617 XSTVSZMHIEWIGYVIERH
accessible digital repository to SACU records
and documents; and




-RXIKVEXIVIWSYVGIWXSWXVIEQPMRITVSGIHYVIW 8LI½RERGMEP]IEVSJXLI7IGVIXEVMEXFIKMRWSRXLIWXSJ
TVSGIWWIWERHWYTTSVXIPIGXVSRMG[SVO¾S[
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April.The Financial Policies and Procedures stipulate that
XLIFYHKIXWSJXLI7IGVIXEVMEXXLI8EVMJJ&SEVHERHXLI
Secretariat should be combined as one document, unless
otherwise directed by the Finance and Audit Committee.
The checks and balances of the Secretariat include the
existence of a full time Internal Auditor and submission
SJ UYEVXIVP] 1EREKIQIRX%GGSYRXWXSXLI*MRERGI ERH
Audit Committee, as well as an annual audit of the SecVIXEVMEX´W½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW8LIYWISJ7%4MWSRI
fundermental part of the process.

UYEPM½IH EYHMX GIVXM½GEXIW JSV XLI ]IEVW  ERH
[LMPWXXLI%YHMXSV+IRIVEPSJ2EQMFMEMWWYIH
ERYRUYEPM½IHEYHMXGIVXM½GEXIJSVXLI7IGVIXEVMEX´W½VWX
year of operation, 2004/05.
The Secretariat is currently revising its Financial Policies
and Procedures, in line with the current policy manual
which states that Financial Policies and Procedures of the
SACU Secretariat shall be reviewed every two years.
Functions of the following staff provide direct capacity
for strengthening the internal control environment:

At the 8th Council meeting held on 8 September 2006
MR+EFSVSRI&SXW[EREXLI7%'9'SYRGMPSJ1MRMWXIVW
decided that appointments for the audit of the SACU
7IGVIXEVMEX½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWFIVSXEXIHEQSRKWX%YHMXSVW+IRIVEP SJ XLI 1IQFIV 7XEXIW SR E XLVII]IEV
VSXEXMSREP FEWMW -R XLMW VIKEVH XLI%YHMXSV +IRIVEP SJ
&SXW[ERE [EW ETTSMRXIH XS WIVZI EW I\XIVREP EYHMXSV
of the SACU Secretariat for the years 2005/06, 2006/07
and 2007/08.



(MVIGXSV'SVTSVEXI7IVZMGIW



-RXIVREP%YHMXSV



*MRERGI1EREKIV



%HQMRMWXVEXMSR 4VSGYVIQIRX1EREKIV



%GGSYRXERX

8LI%YHMXSV+IRIVEPSJ&SXW[ERELEWWMRGIMWWYIHYR-



*MRERGIERH%HQMRMWXVEXMSR%WWMWXERX
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CHAPTER 6 - CHALLENGES AND WAY FORWARD
Implementation of the 2002 SACU Agreement
Implementation of the 2002 SACU Agreement started
MRIEVRIWXJVSQ.YP]8LMWLS[IZIVEPWSGSMRGMHIH
with a number of important developments at the regional level, including the debate on the SADC Customs
Union and the SADC/EPA negotiations. This has meant
XLEX 7%'9 1IQFIV 7XEXIW LEZI LEH XS HIEP [MXL XLI
challenges of building and nurturing new institutions of
SACU provided for in the Agreement while at the same
time making their contributions to the broader regional
integration initiatives under SADC and other regional
bodies.



-QTPMGEXMSRWSJXLI7%(')9)4%RIKSXME
tions on the Regional integration agenda for
SACU.

Establishment of SACU Institutions
SACU Tariff Board and SACU Tribunal

;SVOMWYRHIV[E]XSIWXEFPMWLE8EVMJJ&SEVHERHE8VMFYREP1IQFIV7XEXIWEVIMRXLITVSGIWWSJIWXEFPMWLMRK2EXMSREP&SHMIW8LI2EXMSREP&SHMIW[MPPWXYH]MRZIWXMKEXI
and determine the impact of tariffs within respective
This situation has posed enormous challenges to SACU 1IQFIV7XEXIWERHTIVMSHMGEPP]TVSTSWIWYGLGLERKIWEW
1IQFIV7XEXIWMRERYQFIVSJEVIEW*MVWXP]MXMWWXVIXGL- may be deemed necessary and make recommendations
MRK XLI XIGLRMGEP ERH LYQER GETEGMXMIW SJ XLI 1IQFIV to the Commission through the Secretariat.They will adStates in managing multiple regional trade arrangements. LIVIXSWMQMPEVTVSGIHYVIWMREPP1IQFIV7XEXIW
Secondly, it places a major responsibility on the SACU
1IQFIV 7XEXIW XS WXVIRKXLIR MRXIVREP GSRWYPXEXMSR
mechanisms and be able to develop strategic positions 8LI7%'98EVMJJ&SEVHMWSRISJXLI-RWXMXYXMSRWIWXEFon emerging regional integration developments on a lished by the SACU Agreement, but which is yet to be
constant basis. Thirdly, regional developments have chal- STIVEXMSREP-XMWIRZMWEKIHXLEXE8EVMJJ&SEVH[MPPFIMR
PIRKIHXLIGSLIWMZIRIWWSJXLI1IQFIV7XEXIWMRQEXXIVW place in August 2009.
involving the implementation of the SACU Agreement.
To address the above challenges a Task Team on Regional
Integration will in 2008 address the:









The SACU Tribunal is one of the other Institutions established by the SACU Agreement, which is yet to be
operational. The SACU Secretariat hosted a workshop
MR 1EVGL  SR XLI IWXEFPMWLQIRX SJ XLI 7%'98VM6IEPMKRQIRXERHMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLITSPMG] bunal. The workshop was attended by experts from the
recommendations from the two studies on
½ZI 7%'9 1IQFIV 7XEXIW 8LI EMQ SJ XLI [SVOWLST
regional integration agenda towards the full
was to highlight the most important issues pertaining to
implementation of the SACU Agreement.
the SACU Tribunal and to identify the major challenges
facing SACU in the establishment of the SACU Tribunal.
(IZIPSTQIRXERH%HSTXMSRSJE7%'9;MHI It is envisaged that the Tribunal will be operational by the
7XVEXIK]XLEXMWEGGITXEFPIXSEPP1IQFIV
beginning of August 2009.
States taking into account the developments
on the broader regional integration agenda
unfolding at SADC level.
Capacity Building
6IEPMWEXMSRSJXLIIGSRSQMGMQTPMGEXMSRWSJ
the launch of full FTA in August 2008 on the
HMJJIVIRX1IQFIV7XEXIWSJ7%'9
6IIZEPYEXMSRSJXLITVIJIVVIHQSHIP
currently for SACU to offer itself as a building
block for a SADC Customs Union through
expansion of membership for the revenue
sharing arrangements, CET, and the Common
Revenue Pool.

There is an inherited lack of technical skills in SACU on
areas concerning its trade and policy agenda. Dual stratIKMIWEVIVIUYMVIHJSVGETEGMXEXMRK1IQFIV7XEXIWERHEPlowing the Secretariat, national institutions and the other
SACU bodies to develop and assist in this process.
Capacity building initiatives in 2007 have been undertakIREQSRKXLI7%'91IQFIV7XEXIWERHEXXLI7IGVItariat level as an effort towards the full implementation
of the 2002 SACU Agreement.


Trade Facilitation and Revenue Management
In the area of Trade Facilitation, capacity and resource 
constraints remain a challenge that impact on the pace
EX[LMGLXLI½ZIOI]GYWXSQWMRMXMEXMZIWEVIEFPIXSFI
implemented. In addition, customs automation and sys- 

tems incompatibility remains a challenge.

%HHVIWWMRKXLIGLEPPIRKIWTSWIHF]XLIPEGO
of common policies.
*MREPM^MRKERHMQTPIQIRXMRKXLI'SQQSR
2IKSXMEXMRK1IGLERMWQ

-R XLI EVIE SJ 6IZIRYI 1EREKIQIRX XLI GLEPPIRKI SJ
ensuring reliable and accurate trade data used for computing revenue shares remains a challenge. Work on de- Policy Development and Research
veloping a data integrity minimum standard and capaciXEXMRK1IQFIV7XEXIW[MXLHEXEEYHMXMRK[MPPFITYVWYIH 1ENSVGLEPPIRKIWJEGMRK7%'9MRXLIEVIESJTSPMG]HIZIPopment include:
in 2008.


*MREPMWEXMSRSREGSQQSRZMWMSRERHEQFMXMSR
for SACU Industrial Policy.


The delays experienced in ratifying the three bilateral 
agricultural agreements with Iceland, Norway and Switzerland, which form part of the instruments establishing 
JVIIXVEHIFIX[IIR7%'9ERH)*8%TVIWIRXEWMKRM½GERX
challenge for SACU as an institution.


The initialling and eventual implementation of the Interim
)4%7%('TVIWIRXWWMKRM½GERXGLEPPIRKIWXS7%'9EWE
Customs Union. These challenges relate to the integrity 
of the CET; the impact on efforts towards deepening
regional integration within the SACU region; severely
restricting existing and future policy space vis-à-vis com- 
mon trade and industrial policy within SACU; as well as
effective customs control measures to prevent tranship- 
QIRXSJKSSHWEQSRKWX1IQFIV7XEXIW

%KVIIMRKXSTLEWISYXXLI2SR8EVMJJ&EVVMIVW
SJ7%'91IQFIV7XEXIW

Trade Negotiations

%HSTXMSRSJ%RRI\IWEWMXVIPEXIWXS
Competition and Agricultural Policies.
(IZIPSTMRKERETTPMGEFPIMRJERXMRHYWXV]TVS
XIGXMSRERRI\XLEXWYMXWEPP1IQFIV7XEXIW
interests.
8MQIP]GSQTPIXMSRSJXLIPSRKXIVQWXVEXIK]
for the SACU textile and clothing sector.
8VERWPEXMRKERHEPMKRMRKGSQQSRTSPMG]HIZIP
opment to other related work on institution
FYMPHMRK -RHYWXVMEP4SPMG]ERH8EVMJJ&SEVH 
and common positions which is essential for
trade negotiations.

In 2008 the following will continue to be pursued:








The year 2008 should realise a level of comfort on progVIWWSJHIZIPSTMRKGSQQSRTSPMGMIWERH1IQFIV7XEXIW
have realised that there is a concerted effort and political will needed to realise the goal of developing common
(IEPMRK[MXLXLIGLEPPIRKIWEVMWMRKSYXSJXLI policies.
initialling of the Interim SADC-EC EPA by
JSYVSJXLI½ZI7%'91IQFIV7XEXIW
In summary, SACU has faced challenges in the establish)RLERGMRKXVEHIRIKSXMEXMRKGETEGMX]EQSRKWX ment of the Institutions, positioning of SACU, regional
integration, work programmes and human resources
7%'91IQFIV7XEXIW
availability and capacity building. Capacity building will
)RWYVMRKEWYGGIWWJYPGSRGPYWMSRXSXLI;83 continue in 2008.
Doha Development Agenda.
7XVIEQPMRMRKVEXM½GEXMSRTVSGIHYVIWEQSRKWX
7%'91IQFIV7XEXIW



8LI ]IEV  [MPP FI E HI½RMRK ]IEV JSV 7%'9 EW E
regional entity. The year will entail strengthening and
positioning of SACU in the region towards the role of
deepening regional integration. SACU will pursue clear
policies and action programmes in 2008 with the aim to
TPE]EGEXEP]XMGVSPIMRIRWYVMRKXLEXMXW1IQFIV7XEXIW
improves its trade competitiveness and enhance economic development at a regional, continental and global
PIZIP 7%'9 1IQFIV 7XEXIW XLVSYKL XLI 7%'9 'SYRGMPSJ1MRMWXIVWLEZIEJJSVHIHXLIRIGIWWEV]TVMSVMX]XS
these issues. A considerable effort and resources, both at
1IQFIV7XEXIPIZIPERHEXXLI7%'97IGVIXEVMEX[MPPFI
spent to ensure the future of SACU and its integrity as a
regional economic unit.



ANNEX I SACU MEMBER STATES COUNTRY ECONOMIC PROFILES
BOTSWANA
&SXW[EREMWEPERHPSGOIHGSYRXV][MXLETSTYPEXMSRIWtimated at 1.758 million according to the 2001 census.
The economy is pillared on mining, particularly diamond
mining which accounts for approximately one-third of
+(48LIIGSRSQ]MWEPWSERGLSVIHF]RSRQMRMRKWTIGM½GEPP] EKVMGYPXYVI XSYVMWQ ERH QERYJEGXYVMRK -R PMKLX
of the volatility in the mining sector, the authorities are
currently striving to diversify the economy away from
minerals; this was reiterated by the theme of 2007/08
budget speech; “Improved Productivity-The Key to SusXEMREFPI)GSRSQMG(MZIVWM½GEXMSRERH+PSFEP'SQTIXMXMZIRIWW²7MRGI-RHITIRHIRGI&SXW[EREMWVEXIHEQSRK
the fastest growing economies in the world and least
corrupt in Africa with prudent macroeconomic management and good governance.

PIRHMRKVEXIHIGVIEWIHXSTIVGIRXMR.YRI

8LIRI[I\GLERKIVEXIVIKMQIEHSTXIHMR1E]LEW
resulted in the global competitiveness though there had
been some variations particularly between the currencies that constitute a Pula basket. A depreciation of the
Pula in 2006 resulted in a surge of exports. AccordMRKXSXLI&YHKIX7TIIGLMX[EWVITSVXIHXLEX
non-diamond exports grew by 20 percent per annum
FIX[IIRXS-RXSXEPI\TSVXW[IVIZEPued at P26.4 billion compared to P22.7 billion realized in
8LMWOMRHSJTIVJSVQERGILEWVIWYPXIHMR&SXW[ERE
enjoying the current account surplus of 15.4 percent of
+(4MR8LITVSNIGXIHGYVVIRXEGGSYRXWYVTPYWJSV
MWIWXMQEXIHXSFITIVGIRXSJ+(46IWIVZIW
increased by 40.6 (Approx 41) percent from 2005 to
-R VIEP XIVQW +(4 KVI[ WMKRM½GERXP] JVSQ  TIVGIRX 4FMPPMSRMRI\LMFMXMRKQSRXLWMQTSVXGSZIV
MRXSTIVGIRXMRQEMRP]HYIXSMR- compared to 22 months import cover in 2005.
creased productivity in the mining sector that grew by
approximately 18 percent per annum. However, there According to a 2005/06 Labour Force Survey, the unwas an economic slowdown in 2005/06, which plunged employment rate dropped to 17.6 percent during a 10
the real growth rate to 0.6 percent, attributable to the year period from 1995/96 to in 2005/2006. Even though
decline in mining output. The economy rebounded in it is the lowest within SACU unemployment remains a
[MXLVIEP+(4IWXMQEXIHEXTIVGIRX%G- GLEPPIRKIJSV&SXW[ERE)JJSVXWEVIQEHIXSHIGVIEWIXLI
GSVHMRKXSXLI-1*%VXMGPI-:'SRWYPXEXMSR7XEJJ6I- rate by among other things, institutionalising small and
TSVXMXMWTVSNIGXIHXLEXXLIVIEP+(4KVS[XLVEXI[SYPH medium enterprises.
EZIVEKITIVGIRXMRERHTIVGIRXMRERH
-REGGSVHERGI[MXLXLI1IHMYQ8IVQ6IZMI[SJXLI2EMWTVSNIGXIHXSWPS[HS[RXSTIVGIRXMR
tional Development Plan 9 (NDP9), a Fiscal Rule was
(IWTMXI XLI TVYHIRX QEGVSIGSRSQMG TSPMGMIW MR¾EXMSR EHSTXIHXLEX+SZIVRQIRXI\TIRHMXYVIRIIHRSXI\GIIH
reached its highest level to 14.2 percent in April 2006 TIVGIRXSJ+(4ERHXLIVYPIWIVZIWEWETVSGIHYVEP
due to among other things, the effects of the devalua- guide in budget preparations. The 2005/06 budget outXMSRSJXLI4YPEMR1E]ERHXLIVMTTPMRKIJJIGXWSJ turn exhibited an overall budget surplus of 8.5 percent
MRGVIEWMRK [SVPH SMP TVMGIW   ,S[IZIV HYVMRK XLI ½VWX SJ+(4QEMRP]EXXVMFYXEFPIXS7%'9VIGIMTXW[LMGLMRLEPJSJMR¾EXMSRJSPPS[IHEHS[R[EVHXVIRHVIEGL- GVIEWIH F]  TIVGIRX8LI ½REP SYXXYVR SJ 
MRKTIVGIRXMR%TVMPFYXMRGVIEWIHMRXLIWIGSRHLEPJ budget also showed a budget surplus of P7.66 billion, atmainly due to increasing oil and food prices. On average, tributable to SACU receipts (included adjustment payXLI MR¾EXMSR VEXI QIEWYVIH  TIVGIRX MR  GSQ- ment with regard to 2005/06) that amounted to P2.1 bilpared to 11.6 percent in 2006. As the prospects for fur- lion and under-spending of Development and Recurrent
ther capital spending in the medium term are high, it is budgets. Notable efforts are made to increase non-minIVEPXE\VIZIRYIERHXLIIWXEFPMWLQIRXSJXLI&SXW[ERE
LMKLP]PMOIP]XLEXXLIMR¾EXMSRVEXIW[MPPVIQEMRLMKL
9RM½IH6IZIRYI7IVZMGI &967 MRMWERI\EQTPI
The authorities would continue counteracting the SJ +SZIVRQIRX IJJSVXW XS I\TERH XLI RSRQMRIVEP XE\
WGSYVKI SJ LMKL MR¾EXMSR F] YWMRK MRXIVIWX VEXIW ERH base.
QSRIXEV]TSPMG]XSIRWYVIXLEXMR¾EXMSRMW[MXLMRXLIWIX
VERKI%GGSVHMRKXSXLI'SYRXV])GSRSQMG&EGOKVSYRH
Paper submitted to Finance Technical Liaison Committee
in November 2007, during 2006/07 in the wake of deGPMRMRKMR¾EXMSRMRXIVIWXVEXIW[IVIVIWTSRWMZIERH[IVI
PS[IVIHXSEREZIVEKISJTIVGIRX[LMPIXLITVMQI


LESOTHO
Lesotho is a small, mountainous country landlocked by
South Africa. According to the 2006 census, the population is estimated at 1.88 million growing at an average rate of 0.11 percent per annum. According to the
'SYRXV])GSRSQMG&EGOKVSYRH4ETIVWYFQMXXIHXSXLI
Finance Technical Liaison Committee in November 2007,
during 2004 to 2006, the economy grew at an average
growth rate of 4.7 percent. The main contributor to
growth has been mining which rebounded in 2004, taking
over manufacturing which is currently the second largest
contributor to economic growth. Since the inception of
%JVMGER +VS[XL ERH 3TTSVXYRMX]%GX %+3%  QERYJEGXYVMRKLEWFIIRXLIERGLSVSJXLI0IWSXLS´WIGSRSQ]
FYXTPYRKIHMRJSPPS[MRKXLIIRHSJXLI1YPXM*MFVI
%KVIIQIRX 1*%  8LI WPS[HS[R MR XLI QERYJEGXYVing sector was further exacerbated by the appreciation
of the rand and the secondary sector generally, slowed
down due to among other things, the winding down of
the Lesotho Highlands Water Project. The manufacturing sector registered a negative growth rate of 0.5 perGIRXERHTIVGIRXMRERHVIWTIGXMZIP]FYX
rebounded with a positive growth rate of 6.9 percent in
2006.

ERH MR¾EXMSREV] TVIWWYVIW VIWYPXMRK JVSQ EQSRK SXLIV
XLMRKWE[MHIRIHGYVVIRXEGGSYRXHI½GMXLMKLSMPTVMGIW
and increased demand for credit. It is expected that the
interest rates will follow an increasingly upward trend
YRXMPWYGLXMQIXLEXMR¾EXMSRMW[MXLMRXLIXEVKIXVERKI

%GGSVHMRKXSXLI'SYRXV])GSRSQMG&EGOKVSYRH4ETIV
submitted to the Finance Technical Liaison Committee in
November 2007, the current account balance improved
JVSQEHI½GMXSJTIVGIRXSJ+(4MRXSTIVGIRX SJ +(4 MR  8LI MQTVSZIQIRX MW PEVKIP] EXtributable to the increase in merchandise exports particularly of clothing and textiles and substantial increase
in net income from abroad and current net transfers.
Exports increased by 27 percent in 2004 but fell by 8.7
percent in 2005 despite an increase in diamond exports.
8LMW[EWQEMRP]HYIXSXLII\TMVEXMSRSJXLI1*%,S[ever, exports rebounded in 2006 to record growth of
8.5 percent in 2006, this was due to the depreciation
of the Rand. Imports increased by 12 percent in 2004
but decreased by 6 percent in 2005 mainly due to the
downswing in the manufacturing sector, which by then
was regarded as an anchor to the economic growth. It
TMGOIH MR YT MR  F]  TIVGIRX HYI XS MQTVSZIH
-R¾EXMSRMWFEWMGEPP]MQTSVXIHJVSQ7SYXL%JVMGEWMRGI0I- economic activity and it expected to follow a constant
sotho imports more than 90 percent of goods and ser- trend in the future. The external reserves recouped to
vices from South Africa; and it therefore closely follows 8.8 months of import cover in 2006 from 6.6 months
XLIXVIRHWMR7SYXL%JVMGE-RXLIERRYEPMR¾EXMSR import cover in 2004.
VEXIVIEGLIHTIVGIRXYTJVSQTIVGIRXMRERH
is projected to reach 7.2 percent in 2007 and continue Lesotho continues to follow a prudent macroeconomic
to follow an upward trend in the medium term. The QEREKIQIRX&IWMHIWXLITSPMXMGEPVMSXWSJXLEXVImain reason for the hike in prices was the global increase sulted in an economic downswing, the country has been
IRNS]MRK XLI TIVTIXYEP ½WGEP WYVTPYW JVSQ  %W
in crude oil and food prices.
TVIWIRXIHMRXLI.YRI*MWGEP*VEQI[SVOXLISZIVEPP
&IGEYWI0IWSXLSMWEQIQFIVSJXLI'1%ERHXLI6ERH ½WGEPFEPERGIMRGPYHMRKKVERXW[EWTIVGIRXSJ+(4MR
is recognized as a legal tender; The Loti is pegged at par XLMWHIGPMRIHXSTIVGIRXSJ+(4MR
XSXLI6ERH1SZIQIRXWMR6ERHEVIHMVIGXP]XVERWQMX- due to the instability in the manufacturing sector but
XIH XS 0SXM JVSQ  XS  XLI 6ERH ETTVIGMEXIH VIGSYTIHXS SJ+(4MRQEMRP]HYIXSMRagainst the US dollar and other major currencies mainly creased SACU receipts. SACU receipts contribute on
due to high gold prices and high interest rates. However, EZIVEKITIVGIRXSJXSXEPVIZIRYI8LI½VWXVIGIMTXW
due to increase in oil prices in 2006, the Rand depreci- after the introduction of the new SACU sharing formula
ated against the US dollar and other major trading cur- [IVITEMHSYXMRXS1IQFIV7XEXIWERH0IWSXLS´WWLEVIGSRXVMFYXIHTIVGIRXXS+(4-R
rencies.
7%'9VIGIMTXWGSRXVMFYXIHTIVGIRXXS+(4[LMPI
Likewise, interest rates have been following the trend MR7%'9VIGIMTXWGSRXVMFYXIHTIVGIRX-Rin South Africa and is used as a tool to counteract the crease in SACU receipts in the latter two years were
IJJIGXWSJMR¾EXMSR%WTVIWIRXIHMRXLI.YRI*MWGEP boosted by the increased size of the Common Revenue
Framework, the prime lending rate increased from 11.5 Pool and a substantial payment of adjustment in lieu
TIVGIRXMRXSTIVGIRXMREW7SYXL%JVMGE of 2005/06 that was paid in during the last quarter of
increased the repo rate in the wake of a weakening Rand 2006/07.


In light of over dependence on SACU receipts, efforts
are made to mobilize domestic taxes and increase the
tax base. The establishment of the Lesotho Revenue
Authority has brought some improvements to tax administration and enforcement, evidenced by increasing
receipts of Income Tax and VAT, which contribute 10 perGIRXERHTIVGIRXSJ+(4VIWTIGXMZIP]

NAMIBIA
2EQMFMEMWGPEWWM½IHEWEPS[IVQMHHPIMRGSQIGSYRXV]
with the population estimated at 2 million and growing
at 1.8 percent per annum. The latest labour force survey
SJIWXMQEXIHXLIYRIQTPS]QIRXVEXIXSFIEX
TIVGIRX YRHIV XLI FVSEH HI½RMXMSR8LI GSYRXV] JEGIW
social challenges, marked by large income disparities
EW MRHMGEXIH F] XLI +MRMGSIJ½GMIRX SJ  -R  XLI
IGSRSQ] KVI[ EX ER EZIVEKI SJ  TIVGIRX GSQTEVIH
XSTIVGIRXMRERH[EWI\TIGXIHXSKVS[EX
percent in 2007. It is projected that the economic growth
would accelerate to 4.7 percent in 2008 and average 5.2
TIVGIRXSZIVXLI¯18)*TIVMSH
8LIVIGIRX+(4KVS[XL[EWWTYVVIHF]MQTVSZIHTIVformance in sectors like transport and communication
QEMRP]HYIXSMRXIRWM½IHGSQTIXMXMSRMRXLIQSFMPIXIPIcommunication sub-sector), construction and wholesale,
retail trade and repairs. The mining industry contributed
ETTVS\MQEXIP]TIVGIRXSJ+(4SZIVXLIPEWXIMKLX
years, of which diamond extraction accounted for apTVS\MQEXIP]TIVGIRXSJ+(46IGIRXKVS[XLTIVJSVmance was rather mixed. It is worth mentioning that
mining also accounts for almost 40 percent of foreign
exchange earnings. The agricultural sector is dominated
F]QIEX½WLTVSHYGXWERHKVETIWXLEXVIQEMRXLIQEjor exporting commodities to the EU market; recently
efforts have been made to diversify exports from the
agricultural sector to Asia. Recent analyses have shown
that tourism is one of the major contributors to output
as well as to export earnings.
2EQMFME MW E QIQFIV SJ XLI '1% [MXL XLI 2EQMFME
(SPPEV 2 MWTIKKIHEXTEV[MXLXLI6ERH-R¾EXMSREV]TVIWWYVIWEVIQEMRP]MR¾YIRGIHF]HSQIWXMGERHMRternational developments. The global hikes in oil prices
coupled with strong increases in food prices resulted in
ERRYEPMR¾EXMSRVIEGLMRKTIVGIRXMXWLMKLIWXPIZIPWMRGI-R¾EXMSRMWI\TIGXIHXSVIEGLTIVGIRX
MR-REREXXIQTXXSGYVFMR¾EXMSREV]TVIWWYVIWXLI

&ERO SJ 2EQMFME 1SRIXEV] 4SPMG] 1EREKIQIRX 'SQmittee increased the bank rate from 7 percent by 150
FEWMWTSMRXWXSVIEGLTIVGIRXJVSQ.YRIXS3GXSFIV
2006 and further increased the rate by another 200 basis
points to 10.5 percent in 2007 while the prime lending
rate was increased to 15.25 percent as reported in the
UYEVXIVP]FYPPIXMRSJXLI&EROSJ2EQMFME
Namibia continues to practice sound macroeconomic
management and has a conducive investment climate
ERHMRGVIEWMRKFYWMRIWWGSR½HIRGI8LMWMWWYFWXERXMEXIH
F]EVIHYGXMSRMRXLIFYHKIXHI½GMXJVSQTIVGIRXSJ
+(4MRERHTIVGIRXSJ+(4MRXS
TIVGIRXSJ+(4MR-RVIGIRX]IEVW7%'9
VIGIMTXWLEZIGSRXVMFYXIHXSFYHKIXERH½WGEPWYVTPYWIW
SACU receipts accounted for around 40 percent of total revenue followed by domestic tax revenue which acGSYRXWJSVEVSYRHTIVGIRXKVERXWERHSXLIVMRGSQI
constituted the remaining revenue. Efforts are made to
diversify revenue away from trade taxes in an attempt to
have sustainable revenue collection. On the expenditure
side, salaries on average account for about 40 percent of
XSXEPI\TIRHMXYVIIUYMZEPIRXXSTIVGIRXSJ+(4ERH
XLI-1*%VXMGPI-:'SRWYPXEXMSRWEHZMWIHXS[EVHW
enhancing tax administration and undertaking expendiXYVIVIJSVQW8LMW[EWEKEMRVIMXIVEXIHMR-1*%Vticle IV Consultations.
The country is characterized by a high private-savings
rate mainly due to pension contributions from the public sector. According to the OECD 2007 African Economic Outlook, assets of pension funds and insurance
MR2EQMFMEEVIIUYMZEPIRXXS+(4XLSYKLEWYFWXERXMEP
amount of these assets are invested in the South African
½RERGMEPQEVOIXW,S[IZIVIJJSVXWEVIQEHIXSVIXEMR
and invest these funds locally.

SOUTH AFRICA[1]
South Africa is a regional economic hub with a populaXMSR SJ  QMPPMSR ERH +(4 TIV GETMXE SJ 97
PS[IVXLERXLEXSJ&SXW[EREF]97[2] Since 2004,
XLIVIEPKVS[XLVEXIEZIVEKIHTIVGIRXGSQTEVIHXS
percent between 1999 and 2004. In 2007, the economic
growth rate moderated to 4.9 percent, mainly due to
sluggish growth in the United States driven by mortgage
and debt crisis; and domestically spurred by suppressed
consumption due to the effects of rising interest rates;


and high oil prices. Despite the global risks, the economy
is expected to grow to maintain its long-term growth
trend of positive growth in the medium term.

of total revenue.[5] The improved performance is attributable to amongst others, increasing levels of corporate
TVS½XEFMPMX] EFSZIMR¾EXMSR [EKIW ERH WEPEVMIW ERH MRcreasing levels of employment. However, the increasing
interest rates and the implementation of National Credit
Act is expected to moderate revenue buoyancy and it is
expected that the 2007/08 overrun would be modest.

Strong economic activity is due to construction, manufacturing and services. Though the economic growth
is robust, the country is still faced with daunting social
challenges, mainly high poverty and unemployment levels.
It is estimated that 41.0?A percent of population still live
below the poverty line while unemployment is estimated %WEWLEVIXS+(4GSVTSVEXIXE\MRGVIEWIHXSTIVat 25.5 percent.
cent while personal income tax and VAT increased to
7.8 percent and 7.4 percent respectively in 2006/07. It
7SYXL%JVMGEJSPPS[WERMR¾EXMSRXEVKIXVIKMQI[MXLMRXLI should be noted that personal income tax exhibited a
FERHSJTIVGIRX8LIMR¾EXMSRSYXPSSOMWTSWMRKE HIGVIEWMRK WLEVI SJ +(4 SZIV XMQI HYI XS MRGVIEWMRK
serious risk for the South African monetary authorities, levels of tax relief but is expected to increase in 2007/08
mainly the result of the combined impact of sharp food HYIXSEQSRKSXLIVXLMRKWMRGVIEWIWMR[EKIW+IRIVEPP]
and oil prices. Capacity constraints, especially in energy XLIMQTVSZIHXE\GSQTPMERGIERHMRGVIEWIHIJ½GMIRG]MR
and construction sectors, will create additional pressure tax administration supports enhanced tax revenue colpoints. The tightening of monetary policy by the South lection.
%JVMGER 6IWIVZI &ERO [MPP EQSRKWX SXLIVW VIHYGI XLI
MR¾EXMSRKVS[XLVEXIXSEVSYRHTIVGIRXMRWMKRM½GERXHVSTTMRKJVSQTIVGIRXMR

SWAZILAND[6]
In a climate of rising interest rates, the strong reserves
TSWMXMSRTVYHIRX½WGEPWXERGIERHXLITSWMXMZIFEPERGISJ
payments position are likely to provide a cushion to the
economy. Rand weakness, measured in terms of nominal
effective exchange rate, has also been dramatic, shedding almost 12 percent of its value since the beginning of
2008. However, the reserves position has grown to nearP]6FMPPMSRF]IRHSJ.ERYEV]-RGVIEWIHTVIWWYVI
is expected from the current account with demand for
import increasing to meet local energy sector demand.
-RXLIGYVVIRXEGGSYRXHI½GMXVSWIXSTIVGIRX
from 6,5 percent in 2006, and will remain marginally at
the high end of around 8 percent till 2010.Terms of trade
JSV 7SYXL%JVMGE EVI PMOIP] XS GYWLMSR XLI HI½GMX IJJIGX
largely owing to strong commodity prices.

Swaziland is a small, open landlocked economy surroundIHF]7SYXL%JVMGEERH1S^EQFMUYIERHMXMWVIKEVHIHEW
EPS[QMHHPIGSYRXV]HYIXSMXW+(4TIVGETMXESJ97
2,600 as recorded in 2006. It has a population of 1.126
million that is estimated to grow annually by 2.9%. The
average annual real growth rate from 2001 to 2006 was
2.6 percent, which shows a decline compared to averEKI KVS[XL VEXI SJ  TIVGIRX JVSQ  XS  -X MW
estimated that 69 percent of the population lives below
the poverty line and unemployment is estimated at 29
percent.

1ERYJEGXYVMRK MW XLI ERGLSV SJ IGSRSQMG KVS[XL GSRXVMFYXMRKTIVGIRXXS+(4-RVIGIRX]IEVWEKVMGYPXYVI
exhibited a decline in productivity and its contribution
7SYXL%JVMGEGSRXMRYIWXSVIETXLIFIRI½XWSJEWXVSRK XS +(4 LEW EPWS HIGPMRIH JVSQ ETTVS\MQEXIP]  TIVVIZIRYIXVIRHWERHEWEVIWYPXI\TERHIH½WGEPWTEGI8E\ cent in the 1980s to 10 percent currently. Construction
VIZIRYIWVIEGLIHETIEOSJTIVGIRXSJ+(4HYVMRK improved due to private investment and massive govern2006/07 due to strong tax collections and robust eco- QIRX½RERGIHGETMXEPI\TIRHMXYVI3ZIVEPPXLIIGSRSQ]
nomic performance and a strong economic base. For the grew by 2.8 percent in 2006 compared to 2.1 percent
outer years of 2010, however, the revenue performance ERHTIVGIRXMRERHVIWTIGXMZIP]8LIMQproved economic performance in 2006 was spurred by
WLSYPHEFEXIXSNYWXTIVGIRXSJ+(4
increased manufacturing productivity triggered by the
Audited revenue outturn for 2006/07 amounted to strong growth in foreign direct investment.
R481.2 billion[4][LMGL[EW6FMPPMSRLMKLIVXLERSVMKinally expected. SACU receipts accounted for 5 percent 7[E^MPERHMWXLIQIQFIVSJXLI'1%ERHXLI0MPERKIRM
of the total revenue while personal income tax, VAT and is pegged to the Rand. The Rand is accepted as a legal
corporate tax accounted for approximately 80 percent XIRHIV8LIMR¾EXMSREV]TVIWWYVIWEVIHMVIGXP]MR¾YIRGIH


by those in South Africa and like Lesotho; Swaziland does
not have an independent monetary policy. The commodMX]TVMGIWLEZIEWTIPPSJMQTSVXIHMR¾EXMSRWMRGIEPEVKI
volume of imports is from South Africa. Courtesy of the
7SYXL%JVMGERMR¾EXMSRXEVKIXMRKVIKMQIXLIMR¾EXMSRVEXI
LEWFIIRPS[EZIVEKMRKTIVGIRXMRERHTIVcent in 2005. However, due to the perpetual increases
MR[SVPHSMPTVMGIWLMKLGYVVIRXEGGSYRXHI½GMXERHXLI
MRGVIEWIHHIQERHJSVGVIHMXXLIMR¾EXMSREV]TVIWWYVIW
LEZIFIIRQSYRXMRKMR7SYXL%JVMGEVIWYPXMRKMRXLIMR¾EXMSRVEXIWPMTTMRKXSTIVGIRX8LIIGSRSQMGWMXYEXMSR
worsened in 2007, resulting in commodity prices hiking
to average of 6.2 percent, resulting in Swaziland following suit.
Interest rates are used as tool in monetary policy to
GSYRXIVEGXMR¾EXMSREV]TVIWWYVIWERHXLIMRXIVIWXVEXIW
closely follow those in South Africa. In 2006, the discount and prime lending rates reached 9 percent and
TIVGIRXVIWTIGXMZIP]ERHJYVXLIVMRGVIEWIHF]FEsis points in 2007. The interest rate hikes in 2007 have
FIIRTEVXMGYPEVP]MR¾YIRGIHF]XLIWPS[HS[RMRXLI97
IGSRSQ] ERH XLI LMKL GYVVIRX EGGSYRX HI½GMX GSYTPIH
with high debt levels; also triggered by an increase in
credit demand in South Africa, the resultant of which was
E[MHIRIHGYVVIRXEGGSYRXHI½GMX8LIWIJEGXSVWEPWSVIWYPXIHMRXLI¾YGXYEXMSRWMRXLII\GLERKIVEXI[MXLXLI
Lilangeni depreciating against the US$ and other major
trading currencies in 2006, but appreciated during the
second half of 2007.
3RXLII\XIVREPWIGXSVXLIFEPERGISJTE]QIRXW &34 
recorded a surplus of E957 million in 2006 spurred by
surpluses in the current account. In particular, the current account depicted a surplus of E77.5 million in 2001
to E664.4 million in 2006. The improvement in the current account is attributable to net transfers largely emanating from SACU transfers. The capital account also
improved to a record surplus in 2006 due to growth in
foreign direct investment. Exports increased by 24 perGIRXJVSQ)QMPPMSRMRXS)QMPPMSRMR
2006 while imports increased by 21 percent within the
same period exhibiting a declining trade balance.

XLIPS[IWXVIGSVHIHEXQSRXLWSJMQTSVXGSZIV8LI
cost driver is general payments that include emoluments
and purchases of goods and services. The appropriated
½WGEP HI½GMX JSV  WXSSH EX  TIVGIRX SJ +(4
and the commitment was to contain it with that level
despite mounting expenditure pressures. However, the
½WGEPWXERGIVIFSYRHIHMRERHMX[EWTVSNIGXIH
XLEXXLI½WGEPWYVTPYW[SYPHVIEGLTIVGIRXSJ+(4
mainly driven by increased revenue from SACU. AccordMRKXSXLI&YHKIX7TIIGLVIZIRYIMRGVIEWIHF]
 TIVGIRX JVSQ  FYHKIX ERH 7%'9 VIGIMTXW
contributed 71 percent of total revenue, reiterating the
fact that SACU receipts remain the major source of
VIZIRYI8LI GLEPPIRKI JSV +SZIVRQIRX MW XS HMZIVWMJ]
sources of revenue away from trade taxes.

Footnotes
[1]


Source of information and data is the 2007
1IHMYQ8IVQ&YHKIX4SPMG]7XEXIQIRX

?A




*MKYVIWJSVFSXL&SXW[EREERH7SYXL%JVMGE
SRXLI+(4TIVGETMXEXEOIRJVSQ)GSRSQMWX
-RXIPPMKIRGI9RMX )-9 'SYRXV]4VS½PI
JSV&SXW[ERE

?A

7SYVGI(IZIPSTQIRX-RHMGEXSVW

[4]

Consolidated national revenue amounted to
R501.6 billion that included R20.6 billion from
social security funds.

[5]


The number of registered individual taxpayers
LEWMRGVIEWIHXSQMPPMSRHYVMRK

?A

(EXEWSYVGIHJVSQ'SYRXV])GSRSQMG&EGO
ground Paper submitted to Finance Techn
cal Liaison Committee in November 2007
ERH&YHKIX7TIIGL



*MWGEPHI½GMXW[IVIVIEPM^IHJVSQEXTIVGIRX
SJ +(4 HS[R XS  TIVGIRX SJ +(4 MR 8LI
HI½GMX [MHIRIH MR  HYI XS XLI [EKI MRGVIEWIW
effected in 2004 that resulted in the wage bill totalling
TIVGIRXSJ+(4YTJVSQTIVGIRXMR8LI
HI½GMXW[IVIQEMRP]½RERGIHI\XIVREPP]ERHXLVSYKLHSmestic borrowing, resulting in depletion of reserves and
high debt levels. This resulted in the reserves falling to


ANNEX II SACU MEMBER STATES KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS
Table 1 SACU Member States key economic indicators

Source: Economic Background Papers submitted by Member States to the Secretariat



ANNEX III SACU IMPORT STATISTICS
Table 2 SACU Import Statistics (in million Rands)

Source: Economic Background Papers submitted by Member States to the Secretariat



ANNEX IV TRENDS IN SACU REVENUE SHARES AMONG MEMBER STATES
Table 3 Trends in SACU revenue shares among Member States (in billion Rands)

Source: Economic Background Papers submitted by Member States to the Secretariat
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